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At IHSA, we are safety educators. We develop and provide prevention solutions for work 

environments involving high-risk activities such as working at heights, working with 

energized high-voltage power systems, driving motor vehicles, transporting dangerous 

goods, working on suspended access equipment, and utility line clearing. Our goal is to 

teach those who work in these environments the skills they need to do their job safely. 

When our legacy organizations were formed a century ago, the concept of health and safety 

training was innovative. Almost half of all workers were killed or injured on the job. Since then, 

injury rates have dropped dramatically and working conditions have greatly 

improved. Consequently, the methods and techniques we use to educate have 

continued to evolve. Today we focus on measurement and evaluation. It’s not 

enough to tell people what they need to do. We have to measure uptake and 

internalization, and evaluate effectiveness. We’re the only health and safety 

education organization embracing these concepts.

We’re still doing the same work we did 100 years ago, but we’re using new 

research, new methods, and new technology to achieve our goal. 

Together, we can make sure that every worker   
keeps their promise to return home safe.

One Hundred 
Years of Safety

Historical photos courtesy of Aecon
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IHSA is a leader in health and safety education. Through skills-

based training, auditing, and evaluation, we provide safety 

solutions to those who perform high-risk activities such as 

working at heights, working with energized high-voltage power 

systems, driving motor vehicles, transporting dangerous goods, 

working on suspended access equipment, and utility line clearing.

What we do
As part of Ontario’s health and safety system, we are recognized 

by the Ministry of Labour (MOL), the Ministry of Transportation 

(MTO), the Ministry of Training, Colleges and Universities 

(MTCU), and the Workplace Safety and Insurance Board 

(WSIB) as designated trainers and consultants. 

So, you can be sure that the training you 

get from IHSA meets regulatory 

requirements and compliance 

standards.

Ministry of
Labour The MOL 

develops
 legislation and
regulations and

 is responsible
for enforcement 

and prevention.

Six health and 
safety system 

partners provide 
training, education, 

and services 
related to occupational 

health and safety.

The WSIB 
provides 
compensation and 
return-to-work support 
for injured workers. Funds 
the health and safety 
system through employer 
                  premiums.

Workplace 
Safety and
Insurance

Board 

Health 
and safety 

system 
partners 

Serves the construction,
 electrical, utilities, 

aggregates, natural gas, 
ready-mix concrete,
 and transportation

 sectors.

Serves the 
forestry, mining, 
pulp and paper, 

and printing 
sectors.

Serves the 
agricultural, industrial, 

manufacturing, 
and service 

sectors.

Serves health 
and community care, 

education and culture, 
municipal and provincial 

government, and 
public safety.

Infrastructure 
Health and Safety 

Association

Public Services Health 
and Safety Association

Workplace 
Safety North

Workplace 
Safety and 

Prevention Services

Provide medical
diagnostics, information, 
and services to prevent 

work-related health 
conditions.

Occupational 
Health Clinics for
Ontario Workers

Provides training 
for workers, Joint Health 

and Safety Committee
 members, supervisors, 

and employers in 
every sector.

Workers Health 
and Safety Centre

Workplaces 
without injuries, 

illnesses, or 
fatalities.

Develop, deliver, 
measure, and 

evaluate safety 
education.

Vision

Strategic
Direction

Create unique, sector-specific 
value for our stakeholders.

Guiding Principle 

Develop sector-specific partnerships
and support the implementation of
prevention solutions that provide
continuous improvement in health

and safety performance.

Mission

Target Those
of Greatest

Need

Enhance 
Service 
Delivery

Business 
Development 

and 
Sustainability

Vulnerable
WorkersHigh-Hazard

Work

Small
Business

Collaborative
Relationships

Integrated
Service Delivery

Culture of 
Health and 

Safety

Standards Quality
Assurance

Continuous
Improvement

Who we areWho we are

Who we are
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134 Aggregates
1%

497 Ready-Mix 
Concrete

1%

838 Natural Gas
1%

Our 
membership
IHSA serves the following industries:

You are automatically a member of IHSA if you 

are employed with a firm that pays premiums 

to the WSIB in Ontario in one of the rate 

groups listed on the next page.

IHSA works closely with its industry partners 

and labour associations through its Labour-

Management Network, its industry-based 

Advisory Councils, its Fleet Safety Council, and 

its two Section 21 Committees—The Provincial 

Labour-Management Health and Safety 

Committee for Construction (PLMHSC) and 

The Provincial Labour-Management Safety 

Committee for Electrical and Utilities (PLMSC).

What makes us unique
Our commitment to quality and the philosophy 

of skills development through education is 

evident in the way we deliver our 85 unique 

sector-specific educational programs to over 

125,000 member firms and almost 700,000 

workers in Ontario. No one else in the Ontario 

Prevention System offers the quality and scope 

of training we provide. Our training delivery 

model and our highly skilled team of regional 

trainers and consultants give IHSA the unique 

ability to offer all of our educational programs, 

on demand, anywhere in Ontario.

• construction

• electrical

• utilities

• transportation

• aggregates

• natural gas

• ready-mix concrete

Transportation
35%

Construction
55%

Electrical & 
Utilities

8%

Transportation Rate Groups

Electrical & Utilities
Rate Groups

Construction Rate Groups

  2%  551 Air Transport Industries

  2%  553  Air Transport Services

  4%  560  Warehousing

  12%  570  General Trucking

  3%  577  Courier

  2%  580   Miscellaneous    
Transportation

  2%  584  School Buses

  7%  681  Lumber/Builders Supply

  1%   689   Waste Materials    
Recycling

 2%  830   Power and 

Telecommunication 

Lines

 3%  833   Electric Power 

Generation

 3%  835    Oil, Power and Water 

Distribution

 7%  704   Electrical and 
Incidental Construction

 9%  707  Mechanical and Sheet 
Metal

 6%  711  Road Building and 
Excavation

 5%  719  Inside Finishing 

 6%  723  ICI Construction

 2%  728  Roofing

 2%  732  Heavy Civil Construction

 2%  737   Millwrighting and 
Welding

 1%  741  Masonry

 1%  748   Formwork and 
Demolition

 3%  751   Siding and Outside 
Finishing

 3%  755   Non-Exempt Partners 
and Executive Officers 
in Construction

 8%  764  Homebuilding

IHSA Membership by Rate Group

Every IHSA member firm is 
registered with the WSIB in one 
of these rate groups
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What makes us unique?

• 16 Regional 
Committees

• 26 Trade/ 
Sector Committees

• 28 WSIB Rate Groups
• 125,033 firms
• 699,538 workers
• 1,399,190,086 man-hours

• Voyager Court Training 
Centre

• Skills Development 
Centre (SDC)

• Centre for Health and 
Safety Innovation (CHSI)

• Mobile Classroom

An independent accountability 
system ensures that the programs 
and services being delivered by 
IHSA are meeting or exceeding 
standards of compliance and 
quality.

An internal working group 
surveyed internal and external 
stakeholders to get their 
thoughts and insights.

An internal working group 
looked at strengths, 
weaknesses, opportunities, 
and threats for construction, 
electrical/utilities, and 
transportation.

Makes Us Unique • What Makes Us Unique  • What Makes Us Unique • What Makes Us Unique • What Makes Us Unique  • What Makes Us Unique • What Makes Us Unique • What Makes Us Unique • What Make

• 12 Chapters
• More than 600 members

• Provincial Labour-Management 
Health and Safety Committee – 
Construction (PLMHSC)

• Provincial Labour-Management 
Safety Committee – Electrical 
Utility (PLMSC)

• Transportation (212 firms)
• Electrical (18 firms)
• Construction (102 firms)

• Hazard-specific safety 
information

• More than 200 free 
downloadable resources, 
such as hazard-based 
safety talks, guides, and 
posters

• Cambrian College (Sudbury)
• Confederation College (Thunder Bay)
• St. Clair College (Chatham)

• IHSA is a Training Delivery Agent 
for the Powerline Technician 
Apprenticeship Program. 

• IHSA is a Training Delivery Agent 
for the Utility Arborist Program.

Training and Programs 

• 436 registered firms enrolled in the 
Certificate of Recognition Program (COR™)

• 85 unique training programs
• 23 no-charge-to-member training 

programs 
• 41 no-charge-to member products 

(printed)
• 128 free downloadable products

Since 1914, the EUSR has 
been the foundation of health 
and safety education in the 
electrical utility industry.

A research-based educational methodology 
is used to measure the effectiveness of 
our training and evaluate the students’ 
performance back at the workplace.

Statistical information 
is as of March 2015.

The primary strategic 
direction of our new 
three-year plan is 
to develop, deliver, 
measure, and evaluate 
safety education.

A combined total of more than 
260 years for IHSA and our 
legacy associations.

Training programs are aligned with current 
legislation and industry standards.

IHSA is the only third-party AP3-compliant 
administrator for EPRI in Canada.

Strategic Plan 
2015-2017

History and Experience

IHSA’s Governance 
Structure

Labour-Management 
Network

• 16 Board Members
• Bipartite Governance (Labour 

and Management)
• 6 Advisory Councils 

representing 28 Rate Groups

IHSA’s Membership

Fleet Safety Council

Section 21 Committees Safety Groups

Collaborative Hands-on 
Training Agreements 

Association Recognized by 
Electric Power Research 
Institute (EPRI)

Ministry of Training, 
Colleges & Universities

Electrical Utility 
Safety Rules

Measurement and Evaluation
Sector-Specific 
Website

Training Facilities

Stakeholder Research

Environmental ResearchCertificate of 
Recognition 
(COR™)

Quality Assurance

Centre for Educational 
ExcellenceIHSA consultants such as 

(above from left to right) 
Len Schoonderwoerd, 
Andrea Robertson, 
and Dan Maksymiu

IHSA has the exclusive 
authority to grant 
COR™ Certification in 
Ontario.

While  
aligning with 

the provincial 
prevention 

strategy, we 
will continue 

to create and 
deliver unique 

sector-specific 
value for our 
stakeholders

What makes us unique?
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Message from the 
Board of Directors
Preparing to meet new challenges
For IHSA, 2014 was not only the year it completed the goals set out in the first strategic plan but also the year that the 

association began to build on previous successes and prepare for what lay ahead. It was a time to address the health and 

safety needs of our members and stakeholders and engage them in more significant and meaningful ways in 2015.

With the support of the Board of Directors, IHSA was the first health and safety association to move forward with its strategic 

plan in 2011. This three-year multi-faceted plan was created to align with the key recommendations in the Expert Advisory 

Panel report on occupational health and safety. IHSA focused on improving its member firms’ performance with regard to 

the priority hazards identified in that report. This helped IHSA build a strong framework during its first few years that would 

ensure it understood and was able to meet the needs of its new membership. 

The first strategic plan helped IHSA create strong connections to its member industries through an improved Labour-

Management Network, better communication with the Fleet Safety Councils, and collaborative relationships with various 

labour groups, stakeholders, and industry organizations. IHSA also focused on building a measurement and evaluation 

framework in order to track staff activities and interactions, measure outcomes of training and other initiatives, and ensure 

continuous improvement in health and safety among member firms. 

After three years, IHSA had completed its inaugural strategic plan and was prepared to develop a new strategy that would 

take the association to the next level of industry engagement and service delivery. 

IHSA conducted an environmental scan during 2014 across all of its sectors and surveyed the board, as well as representative 

stakeholders, in order to gain insight into the association’s future strategic direction. Areas of need were identified, and the 

new three-year strategic plan blends these needs with the areas highlighted in the Ministry of Labour strategy document 

Healthy and Safe Ontario Workplaces: A Strategy for Transforming Occupational Health and Safety. 

IHSA’s new plan features innovative and exciting ideas for further engagement with its external partners and communities. 

It will help IHSA improve the quality and effectiveness of product development, teaching, and learning activities. It will help 

realize the vision of becoming a health and safety leader. It outlines initiatives that build on current strengths and encourages 

departmental collaboration to achieve shared goals. 

Joe Pessoa
Toronto Hydro 
CUPE Local One

Tim Holdaway
Midland Transport 
Limited

The plan integrates new and existing activities that promote IHSA’s core values:

• a unique approach to hands-on training for high-risk activities

• a commitment to a diverse membership of companies, both large and small

• a strong engagement with industry through the Labour-Management Network, Fleet Safety Councils, etc.

Twenty fourteen was also a year when IHSA prepared for its greatest training challenge to date: meeting the new Working at 

Heights Training Program Standard and Training Provider Standard. IHSA was determined to be one of the first providers of 

working at heights training to be approved by the Ministry of Labour in 2015 (see page 30).

The IHSA Board of Directors and we, the members of the Executive Committee, are accountable to you, the members of IHSA. 

It is our general responsibility to manage and supervise the activities and affairs of the association. For us, 2014 represented 

another positive step in IHSA’s forward-thinking efforts to provide health and safety training and guidance to some of 

Ontario’s most important and most hazardous industries. 

IHSA is a leader in health and safety education. And through its efforts over the past year, it is in an ever better position to 

continue providing that leadership to the workers and employers of Ontario in the years to come.

Joe Redshaw
International Union of 
Operating Engineers 
Local 793

Mike Archambault
Aecon Group Inc.

Executive Committee
Mike Archambault, Aecon Group Inc.
Tim Holdaway, Midland Transport Limited
Joe Pessoa, Toronto Hydro, CUPE Local One
Joe Redshaw, International Union of Operating 
Engineers Local 793

Electrical
Jack Dowding, IBEW Construction Council of Ontario
Dean Gatien, PowerTel Utilities Contractors Limited
Joe Pessoa, Toronto Hydro, CUPE Local One
Mark Turney, Veridian

Transportation
Michael Frolick, Transpro Freight Systems Ltd. (Milton)
Tim Holdaway, Midland Transport Limited
Brian MacDonald, Teamsters (Ottawa)
Len Poirier, UNIFOR Canada

General ICI
Mike Archambault, Aecon Group Inc.
Bob Kerr, Brick and Allied Craft Union of Canada

Heavy Civil & Aggregates
Darrin Husack, ConDrain Group
Joe Redshaw, International Union of Operating 
Engineers, Local 793

Mechanical
Tom Lachance, TESC Contracting Company Ltd.
Don Schultz, Millwrights Regional Council of Ontario

Residential
Michael Dauncey, Mattamy Homes
Claudio Mazzotta, Drywall Acoustic Lathing & 
Insulation, Local 675

Board of Directors

Message from the Board of Directors
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Our strategic direction
IHSA’s mandate is safety education through skills development. Having a comprehensive, well-designed strategic plan helps us 

achieve that mandate. It’s like a road map, giving us a clearly defined path to follow in order to reach our destination.

Strategic Plan 2012–2014
IHSA’s first strategic plan as a newly formed association involved reinforcing our identity as a leading health and safety 
organization. The 22 goals included in the plan were divided into prevention priority goals and IHSA development goals. 

The prevention priority goals were aligned with the recommendations from the Expert Advisory Panel report in 2010 and the 
provincial prevention strategy of the Ontario Ministry of Labour (MOL). The IHSA development goals reflected our internal 
priorities—creating unique, sector-specific value for IHSA members by streamlining our programs and products, establishing 
our brand identity, and creating a safety culture. 

Over the past three years, IHSA has worked diligently to accomplish each of the goals we set for ourselves. In doing so, we 
helped make Ontario workplaces safer, particularly for high-risk workers, vulnerable workers, and small businesses. 

Strategic Plan 2015–2017
When it came time to develop a new strategic plan, we reached out to stakeholders 
through our Labour-Management Network, our Fleet Safety Council, and our Board 
of Directors. We also looked at findings from sector-specific environmental scans. 

However, our guiding principles were the same:   
1.  To align with the strategic direction of the MOL 
2. To create unique, sector-specific value for our members 

The difference is in how we are creating that sector-specific value. Using a research-
based educational methodology, IHSA will be measuring the effectiveness of 
our training programs. We will accomplish this, not only by testing participant 
knowledge at the end of class, but also by assessing whether they retain this 
knowledge once they return to the workplace. In this way, we will be able to design 
unique programs and sector-specific products that will help us further the interests 
and concerns of IHSA members and stakeholders. 

With new methodologies and innovative ideas, our organization will keep moving 
in a positive direction and will continue to make a difference in Ontario workplaces 

and in the lives of Ontario workers.

Themes

Standards
Canadian Society for Training Development (CSTD™) 
 Competencies
Standard Process for Program Development 
Embed IHSA in curricula 
Service Delivery Standards
Measurement and Evaluation 

Quality Assurance
Internal IHSA; Program/Product and Delivery
IHSA-Approved Training Providers; Program and  
 Delivery

Continuous Improvement
Staff Development
Program/Product/Service Development 
Program/Product/Service Delivery
Organizational Excellence 

Business Development 
and Sustainability

Workplaces without injuries, illnesses, or fatalities.

To develop sector-specific partnerships and support the implementation of prevention solutions that provide continuous improvement in health and safety performance.

Develop, deliver, measure and evaluate safety education. 

Guiding Principle

uStaff training completed and implemented

Measures

Collaborative Relationships
Employment and Social Development Canada (ESDC)
Ministry of Transportation (MTO)
Ontario Education System
Influential Employers
System Partners 
First Nations
3rd Party Service Providers

Integrated Service Delivery
Market Development
Safety Partnerships
High-Risk Subject Matter Experts

Culture of Health and Safety
Certificate of Recognition (COR™)/Safety Groups
IHSA Industry Networks
Marketing
Outreach

Enhanced Service Delivery

The Most Vulnerable Workers
Safety Culture
Employer Culture
Employment Relationships
Products/Services (languages)
Targeted consults (i.e roofing sector, general labour, etc)

Small Business
New Business
High-Risk Work
Focus on Activities with a High Frequency of Injury

High Hazard Work
High Risk-Injury data
High Risk-Potential injury
Hazardous Tasks
Transportation Services-Deep Dive

Target those of greatest need

Mission

Vision

Strategic Direction

Creating and delivering unique sector-specific value for our stakeholders.

uThe most vulnerable workers engaged through training, products, and services

uSmall and new businesses engaged through training, products, and services

uCollaborative partnerships developed
uQuality of safety education, programs, 
services, and products measured

uQuality of workplace audits measured 

uWorkplace application

uStakeholder satisfaction measured

uStakeholder  performance improved

uThose who perform high hazard work engaged through 
   training, products, and services

Strategic Plan
Framework for 

Quality
Assurance

Vulnerable 
Workers

Small 
Business

High-Hazard 
Workers 

Collaborative 
Relationships 

Integrated 
Service 
Delivery

Culture of 
Health and 

Safety 

Training 
Standards 

Revenue 
Generation

Continuous 
Improvement 

Measurement 
and  

Evaluation 

Business Development 
and Sustainability

Target Those of 
Greatest Need

Strategic Plan 
2015–2017

  

 

 

 

 

IHSA Strategic Plan 2015‐2017

Our strategic direction

Enhanced 
Service 
Delivery
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IHSA maintains collaborative relationships with many post-secondary educational institutions across Ontario. 
Through our Powerline Technician Apprenticeship (PLTN) program, we produce a large pool of apprentices 
that are highly sought after by the electrical and utilities sector.

In 2013 we looked for ways to increase apprenticeship opportunities for young workers by participating 
in Ontario’s Youth Skills Connections Program. This program funds not-for-profits and public sector 
organizations to deliver collaborative projects that
• provide training and skills development to help vulnerable youth overcome barriers to employment;
• address any skills and labour shortages faced by industry.

In participation with Gezhtoojig Employment and Training, as well as Cambrian College, IHSA helped design 
a 15-week certificate program for Line Crew Ground Support Training to provide employment opportunities 
for Aboriginal youth. This program equips participants for entry-level work opportunities with various power 
and construction companies that are looking for safety-conscious employees who are ready to work.

For Carlo Metatawabin, a recent graduate and current ground support crew member for EPTCON Limited, 
this program was a life changer.

I wouldn’t be where I am today without this program. There’s a lot of 
opportunities out there for highly trained and competent workers like  
us and a lot of companies out there looking at this program now.

After its initial offering in 2013, the program saw great success with a 70% placement rate directly into 
employment, putting these young workers in a position to gain valuable experience in the industry. It may 
also open the door for future apprenticeship opportunities.

After coming out of this program, I think I walked away with 25 tickets, and I had employers coming  
after me! Once they get a look at your resumé and see all of the health and safety training you’ve had, 
well, you get chosen over a lot of other guys.

With just over three months of classroom time and practical application, there’s a lot of ground to cover as 
well as new skills to develop. But the quality of the training ensures that this group of young workers are on 
the road to getting where they want to go in life.

Being a Powerline Technician is something I’ve always wanted to do, and hopefully I’ll be getting my 
apprenticeship soon. I believe that this program and the training I received is why I’m getting to have that 
opportunity.

Motor vehicle incidents (MVIs) are the leading cause of workplace fatalities in the sectors that IHSA serves. In 
2014, MVIs were responsible for 39% of the deaths we experienced. (See Chart 2 on page 41.)

As drivers, we are all partners in road safety. Whether we’re behind the wheel of a large truck or a small car, 
we play an important role in the health and well-being of those around us.

Most of us are so used to driving that we get into our cars and trucks every day without giving any thought 
to the hazards we’ll face on the road. For Kim Charbonneau, a regional pick-up and delivery driver for ERB 
Transport, being on the road is her biggest health and safety concern.

While most of the cars on the road are only concerned with getting from point A to point B, our  
safety training [makes us more] aware of our surroundings. [It makes you more] aware of what’s going on 
in your mirrors and how much space you maintain around you. There aren’t many drivers out there who  
would take a truck’s comfort zone—my comfort zone—into consideration.

Those who drive professionally must deal with other drivers in their workplace. This gets more complicated 
when you factor in modern technology. Even with fines and enforcement policies for drivers using cell 
phones, Kim still sees it regularly.

If only the cops could ride with us. From my vantage point, I can clearly tell which drivers are on  
their cell phone. You can see traffic speeding up and slowing down for no reason, and sure enough,  
when you find a safe way to get around it, I’ll see that one person texting away.

Kim feels that Skid School training and courses like IHSA’s Defensive Driving are among the most beneficial 
to a commercial truck driver. They have really helped her deal with the hazards of driving for a living. 

Training like that should be mandatory for everyone. It is fantastic! You really learn a lot, learning  
how to control your vehicle if, and when, certain things happen. Learning the concepts around that  
is well worth the money.

For drivers like Kim, following the regulations under the Highway Traffic Act is part of their job. If every driver 
who travelled along the highway or drove to work had to do that, Ontario roads would be much safer.

This is not a job. It’s a lifestyle. It’s very different. You either like it or you don’t, 
but your physical health and your safety need to be a big part of that lifestyle.

For Carlo Metatawabin, a recent 

graduate and current ground 

support crew member for 

EPTCON Limited, this program 

was a life changer.

For Kim Charbonneau, a regional 

pick-up and delivery driver, road 

safety is her biggest concern.

IHSA training provides employment 
opportunities to Aboriginal youth

IHSA training helps keep the roads safer 
for drivers and pedestrians

Industry Engagement
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IHSA training focuses on lowering 
the risks in high-hazard work
IHSA continues to prioritize reducing the hazards associated with high-risk activities, such as 
working at heights, operating vehicles and heavy equipment, and working on or near high-voltage 
powerlines. To address these hazards, IHSA training programs focus on safety policies, procedures, 
and regulations relevant to these specialized fields of high-hazard work. 

For David Dure, a fourth-year apprentice powerline technician working at Oakville Hydro, that’s 
important.

They preach safety here, it’s probably the biggest topic. Safety and knowing the [EUSR]  
rulebook inside and out so you can prevent yourself from doing something wrong.

When your line of work is determined to be high-hazard, your life can depend on the standard of 
training you receive. It becomes vital to learn how to eliminate or control the hazards you’re exposed 
to on any particular jobsite.

We work live-line, up to 26,000 volts, so electricity is the most hazardous part of our job.  
If you’re unsafe in this kind of work, it could be the difference between life and death.  
That’s why we’re here. Our lives depend on learning the safety procedures involved.

And health and safety isn’t just something you need to learn for high-hazard work — it’s a habit that 
you need to develop and maintain.

The health and safety situation at my current employer is always ongoing. They’re constantly 
involving us in meetings and sending us to courses. I’ve got something close to 30 tickets  
now, like heavy traffic, confined spaces. There’s even one for the rulebook now, so it’s a big  
part of my job.

By continuing to provide this calibre of training to the majority of our clients who are involved in high-
hazard activities, IHSA develops key relationships with workers who plan on using their health and 
safety knowledge to establish a long-lasting career.

This kind of health and safety training is right at the top of my list.  
I plan on doing this until I retire, so I expect to be involved with IHSA  
for the next 30 years.

It’s no coincidence that high-hazard activities is also one of the strategic priorities of the Ministry of 
Labour.

For David Dure, a 

fourth-year apprentice 

powerline technician, 

learning how to work 

safely is a matter of life 

and death.

IHSA training breaks the language barrier
When it comes to health and safety in the workplace, communication is crucial.. However, when your workforce 

consists of non-English-speaking employees, delivering the health and safety message becomes a challenge. 

Since its first Strategic Plan in 2012, IHSA has made it a priority to engage “vulnerable workers”— those who have 

a greater exposure than most to conditions hazardous to health and safety and who lack the power to alter those 

conditions. This includes newcomers to Ontario, especially those whose first language is not English. 

Newcomers may not understand or consider the risks involved in high-hazard work. Often, they don’t know their rights 

and responsibilities under Ontario law. Their main concern is to find a job, regardless of the hazards associated with the 

work. 

In 2014, IHSA began the process of translating the course material for our Working at Heights course into 10 of the 

most common languages found in the construction sector. We also began arranging for interpreters to attend courses 

to help IHSA trainers communicate with the students. 

During a recent Working at Heights course offered in Turkish, Huseyin Erdogan, a painter working with Global-TR 

Painting and Renovation Inc., told us about some of the difficulties he faced early in his career.

In the beginning [understanding health and safety] was a problem, I didn’t know much English and things  
are done differently here. However, it is much easier now. I’m able to communicate better and I know a lot  
more about health and safety than I used to. But it took a while.

With an increase in demand for skilled tradespeople, employers who are looking to fill these jobs and comply with 

health and safety regulations need to take language into consideration. And by offering training in other languages, 

IHSA is able to connect with many workers we have never reached before.

I didn’t know about IHSA [before I took this course]. My boss told me about them because he wanted us  
to take the new working at heights training and heard about it being offered in Turkish.

Part of our new Strategic Plan is a commitment to provide products and services in multiple languages and to work 

with employers and other agencies to foster a culture of safety in the workplace for vulnerable workers. 

All the safety equipment we use, all the knowledge we have gained about working safe, I believe they have 
prevented me from being hurt on the job.

By offering training in other languages, IHSA can help overcome some of the difficulties faced by vulnerable workers, 

both now and in the future.

I consider this work to be my profession. So I see myself doing this type of work  
for a long time. I think I know enough about health and safety for now. But when  
the rules change, I will need to know more.

For painter Huseyin Erdogan, who 

is a newcomer to Canada, having 

the Working at Heights course 

offered in other languages was an 

opportunity to learn the importance 

of workplace safety.
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IHSA continues to provide quality health 
and safety training and services
IHSA’s trainers maintain a high level of health and safety education and consultation by adhering to professional standards 
and bringing their real-world experience and subject-matter expertise to the classroom. In 2014, a total of 46,243  
participants took part in more than 4,507 IHSA training sessions across Ontario. The top 10 courses attended in 2014 
addressed the major hazards faced by IHSA member firms.

Top 10 courses attended in 2014  

Powerline Technician Apprenticeship
IHSA is one of the few training delivery agents authorized by the Ministry of Training, Colleges and Universities (MTCU) to 
provide the skills-based training for all four levels of the Powerline Technician Apprenticeship (PTA) program. In 2014, IHSA 
instructors trained 245 Powerline Technician Apprentices. That’s up 14% from the previous year. We trained 158 at our Skills 
Development Centre in Mississauga, 58 at Cambrian College in Sudbury, and 24 at St. Clair College in Chatham.

Training for Aboriginal youth
For the second year, IHSA partnered with Gezhtoojig Employment and Training in Sudbury to provide Line Crew Ground 
Support training for Aboriginal youth. This year we were able to provide two semesters of this training. Over a 15-week 
period, participants from around Northern Ontario completed 24 safety modules on high-risk activities. The in-class and 
hands-on training covered everything from crane safety to high-voltage safety to safe operation of a chainsaw. 

Although this program started as a way to complement the powerline technician program, it’s not just about the electrical 
and utilities industry anymore. The training these workers receive will help them get jobs in construction as well. The 
program has been such a great success that new partnerships are on the horizon to ensure that it will continue to be 
offered in the future and in other locations besides Ontario. With 12 students per semester and a job placement rate of 
approximately 70%, other provinces are impressed with the results and are looking to use the same model to help their 
Aboriginal youth. (See profile on page 15.)

Quality Assurance
With standards such as the Working at Heights Training Standard now in place and new standards being developed, it’s 
important for IHSA to assess and maintain not only the quality of its training material and services but also the excellence of 
its internal trainers and external (IHSA-approved) training partners.

In May of 2014, IHSA launched an internal initiative that has never before been put in place by any health and safety 
association—an independent accountability system that will validate the programs and services being delivered by IHSA to 
ensure they are meeting or exceeding standards of compliance and quality.

IHSA’s new Quality Assurance (QA) department will make certain that the learning objectives of a training program, 
including any training standards released by the Ministry of Labour, are being adhered to and fulfilled. The department 
will evaluate IHSA’s deliverables using an internationally recognized standard for internal auditing—Standard 1300 (Quality 
Assurance and Improvement Program) developed by the Institute of Internal Auditors (IIA). 

Independent and objective internal audits are now underway and recommendations are soon to follow. This aligns with one 
of the strategic goals of IHSA—to establish continuous improvement initiatives within the organization. By adhering to a 
recognized set of standards and guiding principles, IHSA will solidify its reputation for excellence and preserve its credibility 
with stakeholders. This will ensure that IHSA programs and services will continue to set the highest standard for quality 
throughout the province.

Course Name Classes Participants

Working at Heights—Fundamentals of Fall Prevention* 830 8,093

Basics of Supervising 515 6,374

Traffic Control—Temporary Work Zones 249 3,321

Confined Space Hazard Awareness for Construction* 176 1,605

Transportation of Dangerous Goods 111 1,234

Asbestos Work in Construction Hazard Awareness 107 1,148

Hoisting and Rigging—Basic Safety Training 94 1,142

Trenching Safety Hazard Awareness 91 1,048

Workplace Hazardous Material Information Systems 79 954

Electrical Safety 53 901

Training delivery  
IHSA has three training facilities in the GTA that provide state-of-the-art equipment for both classroom training and 
hands-on skill development. We bring that same standard of instruction outside the GTA to locations better suited to our 
member firms. Our regional trainers deliver health and safety training to clients throughout Ontario. As well, we have a 
mobile classroom that can provide training at even the most remote worksites in the province.

In our ongoing effort to reach next generation of workers in the skilled trades, IHSA has developed training partnerships 
with Confederation College in Thunder Bay, St. Clair College in Chatham, and Cambrian College in Sudbury. With the 
growing demand for new labour, these relationships help us provide a high standard of health and safety education to the 
youth of today and set them on the path to becoming the safety-conscious workers of tomorrow.

*Training that involves hands-on or high-risk activities.
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IHSA sees interest in COR™ certification 
continue to grow
IHSA has the exclusive authority to grant the Certificate of Recognition (COR™) in Ontario. We brought the COR™ program 
here in 2010 as a way to raise the standard of injury and illness prevention in the province. Since then, we have been 
improving and streamlining our program by working with company owners, buyers of services, and companies that are 
going through or have completed the COR™ process. 

In 2014, we introduced version two of the COR™ Audit to better clarify the audit guidelines and align with ISO standards. 
Supporting documentation, such as the COR™ program guidelines and instructions for completing the audit, were also 
updated to match this new version.

In addition, we developed a new course called Introduction to Hazard and Risk Management. This one-day interactive 
workshop introduces material that helps firms enhance their existing occupational health and safety management system 
and align it more closely with the COR™ requirements. Participant feedback indicated strong support for the program and 
the added value of the content.

With more COR™ certified firms bidding for jobs and more buyers requesting COR™ as a prequalification requirement, 
applications for membership in the program have been increasing steadily. In their pursuit of safety excellence, these 
proactive and highly motivated firms are affirming the absolute value of this program.

The 19 elements of COR™ 

13 common elements

Policy 
Statement

1 2 3 4 5 6

7 8 9 10 11 12 14 15 16 17 18 1913

Hazard 
Analysis

Safe Work 
Practices

Safe Job 
Procedures

Company 
Rules

Training & 
Communication

First 
Aid

Personal 
Protective 
Equipment

Preventive 
Maintenance

Occupational 
Health

Workplace 
Inspections

Health & 
Safety Rep/

JHSC

Emergency 
Preparedness

Return to 
Work

Statistics & 
Records

Legislation Management 
Review

Investigations & 
Reporting

Workplace 
Violence & 

Harassment

 

In 2014, enrollment in the COR™ program grew to 436 firms, with 28 firms successfully achieving their certification. COR™ 
certified firms were able to complete the 13 elements that are common to the program in other provinces and the 6 
elements that are specific to Ontario. They should be commended for their commitment to developing an occupational 
health and safety management system that demonstrates legislative compliance and adherence to the audit standards.

One reason why IHSA is able to provide knowledgeable guidance and support during the COR™ process is that we have 
faced similar struggles and challenges to become COR™ certified. We are proud that we were able to overcome those 
challenges and receive our certification in July 2015.

COR™ provides a framework that applies to all sectors, regardless of the size of the business, and shows how to integrate 
health and safety practices into daily operations. By equipping businesses with these tools to assess their occupational 
health and safety management systems internally, IHSA is helping companies evaluate their policies and procedures and 
implement controls for workplace hazards that are specific to their business. Meeting this standard of ongoing evaluation 
will help us achieve a safer working environment for Ontario businesses.

6 elements specific to Ontario 

Paul Casey, VP of Programs 
and Strategic Development 
(top) and Carlos Figueira, 
COR™ Lead Auditor (bottom) 
at the 2014 COR™ Open House

Rob Ellis, My Safe Work, at the 
COR™ Open House 

2014 COR™ Open House — 
(l to r) Mike Archambault, 
Aecon; Elizabeth Witmer, 
New WSIB Chair; Steve 
Mahoney, Outgoing WSIB 
Chair; Doug Chalmers, 
OGCA
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IHSA’s Labour-Management 
Network connects industry to 
health and safety resources 
Every year, more than 800 people volunteer their time to help make Ontario’s high-
hazard workplaces safer. They work across Ontario in many trades and sectors in an 
effort to bring their knowledge and skills together to raise health and safety issues 
from their various industries in order to reduce hazards. In fact, they are the only 
volunteer body of their kind in North America. These individuals make up IHSA’s 
Labour- Management Network. 

The network consists of the Provincial Labour-Management Health and Safety 
Committee for Construction (PLMHSC), the Provincial Labour-Management Safety 
Committee for Electrical and Utilities (PLMSC), 16 regional committees, and 26 
construction trade or sector committees. Beyond regular meetings, these committees 
often create subcommittees or working groups to take on special projects or events in 
the regions they serve in order to promote health and safety.

Lobbied the MOL for enforcement of proper 
toilets and clean-up facilities on construction sites

Acoustical Drywall Trade 
Committee

• Worked on an advisory 
for all trades on 
working in proximity to 
transmission towers 

• Completed a review of a 
trade-specific worksite 
hazard checklist 

Elevator/Escalator 
Committee

• Continued to advocate for 
increased availability of 
round-the-clock hyperbaric 
facilities in Ontario 

• Worked on developing a 
guideline for safe diving 
requirements 

Commercial Diving 
Committee

• Convened a special 
meeting to address 
issues around ladder 
use on construction 
projects, which 
included participation 
from the MOL, 
IHSA, and ladder 
manufacturers 

• Convened a 
working group to 
address a regulation 
change regarding 
the installation of 
basement stairs 
in homes under 
construction

Residential 
Committee

• Participated in a joint meeting 
with the Sprinkler Fitters and 
Refrigeration committees 
to discuss health and safety 
awareness training and the 
new Working at Heights 
Training Standard 

• Identified the main sources of 
hand arm vibration syndrome 
(HAVS) in their trades and 
developed a safety advisory 
on the topic 

• Developed an MSD hazard 
and control profile for ICI Pipe 
Trades (W327) 

Pipe Trades 
Committee 

• Participated in the 
joint meeting with the 
Refrigeration and Pipe 
Trades Committees

• Worked on safety 
procedures for getting on 
and off a raised elevating 
work platform

Sprinkler Fitters 
Committee

Developed a safety advisory that outlines 
the risks of using self-retracting lifelines 

Highrise Forming Committee

Provincial  Labour-Management Health and Safety Committee for Construction (PLMHSC) • Provincial  Labour-Management Health and Safety Committee for Construction (PLMHSC) • Provincial  Labour-Management Health and Safety Committee for Construction (PLMHSC)

Trade/Sector Committees – 2014 Highlights 

• Developed a fact sheet about gin wheels 

• Developed a poster on noise exposure  
and hand/arm vibration syndrome (HAVS) 

Masonry Committee 

Organized a half-day 
safety seminar in March 
with a representative from 
the Ministry of Labour’s 
Prevention Office. The event 
included several presentations 
and demonstrations

CLAC Committee

Completed the first 
Boilermakers Health and 
Safety Manual (M071), 
which deals with high-
hazard activities such as 
working at heights and 
working in confined spaces

Boilermakers 
Committee

Served as the driving force 
behind changes to Regulation 
833, which addresses 
occupational exposure limits 
in construction 

Occupational 
Disease and 
Research Committee 

Looked into the benefits 
of using rope access 
technologies in Ontario 

Carpenters 
Committee

Worked on developing the 
Cement Finishing Health and 
Safety Manual, which deals 
with high-hazard activities 
specific to their work 

Concrete Floor 
Committee

• Organized its Annual 
Health and Safety 
Training Orientation 
Day. Over the past two 
years, more than 1,600 
workers have taken the 
training 

• Developed a health 
and safety advisory: 
Heat Stress and Type 
3 Asbestos 
Operations 
(W152)

Insulators  
Committee

• Developed a safety 
advisory on the pros and 
cons of new technologies to 
detect workers in proximity 
to moving vehicles and 
equipment: Reversing 
Vehicles: Personnel 
Detection Systems (W453) 

• Developed information 
to help first responders 
understand the hazards on 
construction sites and how 
to recognize when a hazard 
has been controlled 

Civil Engineering 
Committee 

Completed a list of core training competencies that workers must have 
before arriving at a tunneling project   

Tunneling Committee

Completed a Service Sector 
Web Tool, which is now 
available on the ihsa.ca 
website. Dedicated to the 
health and safety of those 
involved in the service, repair, 
and retrofit industries, this 
tool provides a single place 
for buyers of construction 
services to view health 
and safety information and 
resources for 
hiring and 
working with 
contractors.

Service Sector 
Committee

Created a needs analysis to update regulations on the use of body belts 
and saddles

Rodworker/Ironworker Committee

Began work on two new health 
and safety pamphlets for roofers 
to complement the four that  
have already been completed 

Roofing Committee

• Completed a research 
report: The Visible and 
Invisible Consequences 
of Electrical Injury

• Updated the Electrical 
Construction and 
Maintenance Workers 
Safety Manual (M010) 

• Completed an 
MSD hazard and 
control profile for ICI 
electricians 

ECAO/IBEW 
Committee

• Completed a health and 
safety advisory: Tower/
Evaporative Condensers 

• Completed a health 
and safety advisory: 
Legionellosis: A Cooling-
Tower Hazard (W155) 

Refrigeration Trade 
Committee

Industry Engagement

IHSA’s PLMHSC (pictured) and PLMSC serve as 
advisory committees to the Minister of Labour 
under section 21 of the OHSA
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• Put together a sub-committee 
to develop safety “highlight” 
training for experienced 
journeypersons. The training is 
aimed at experienced workers 
and will address the areas 
where they are experiencing 
the majority of their injuries 

• Developed information on 
mobile devices and their use 
on jobsites with a safety talk 
and sample policy 

Hamilton Committee

• Worked on plans for a working at heights 
hands-on training session 

• Worked on a regulatory review of MOL 
documents and assisted the Prevention 
Office with the Action Plan for 
Construction Working Groups 

Toronto Committee

• Hosted a health and safety 
youth expo with 11 presenters 
and participants from IHSA, 
MOL, and the construction 
trades. More than 250 
students attended. 

• Worked on developing a 
regional awareness strategy to 
encourage future participation 
in the committee 

Oshawa Committee

• Organized a Professional 
Development Day for 
Apprentices in St. Catharines

• Developed and issued a 
needs analysis for regulation 
change regarding raised box 
indicators on all dump trucks 
entering construction sites   

Niagara Committee

Organized a health and safety 
day at Fanshawe College 
to more than 700 students. 
Topics covered included 
safety awareness training, 
fall protection, and hands-on 
safety demonstrations.

London Committee

Lobbied local municipalities 
and police to attend a 
meeting to address police 
presence at roadside 
construction projects 

Central Ontario 
Committee

Regional Committees – 2014 Highlights

Promoted IHSA’s Keep 
your Promise poster 
campaign by putting 
large print ads on City of 
Thunder Bay Transit buses 
over a four-week period 

Northwestern 
Committee 

Dean Dunn (right), 
Manager of IHSA’s 
Labour-Management 
Network, presents the 
Gil Samson Award 
to members of the 
Ottawa Regional  
L-M Committee

Addressed regional 
concerns regarding roofing 
anchors and submitted a 
letter to the PLMHSC 

Barrie Committee

Organized a health and safety 
conference in the community 
for local organizations and 
businesses. More than 130 
people attended.

Timmins Committee

• In conjunction with IHSA, 
staffed a booth at the 
Windsor Home Show in 
order to promote health and 
safety to local contractors 
and the public 

• Worked with local area 
school boards to provide 
basic health and safety 
training to students 

Windsor Committee

• Participated once again in 
the Youth Safety Conference 
“Just Say it” with Ottawa Safe 
Communities 

• Worked on a variety of best 
practices documents with 
topics such as delivery driver 
orientation, use of cellular 
phones and other electronic 
devices on projects, full-
time worker co-chair, code 
of excellence, construction 
trades foreman, project labour 
agreement guide, and pre-job 
conference guidelines 

This committee was the 
recipient of the Gil Samson 
Award for its work in 2013. 

Ottawa Committee

• Hosted a Health and Safety 
Day and planned a half-day 
session featuring George 
Gritziotis, Ontario’s Chief 
Prevention Officer, discussing 
working at heights and 
mandatory health and safety 
awareness training 

• Prepared a Designated 
Substance Reports Seminar, 
which included a presentation 
on Lyme disease 

Kingston Committee

• Took part in the Sarnia 
Construction Association 
Safety Awards 

• Combined all of IHSA’s 
occupational health risks 
diagnostic toolkits into a 
single binder. Distributed 
these binders to more 
than 100 local 
healthcare 
professionals.

Sarnia Committee 

• Participated in the Sault Ste. 
Marie Chamber of Commerce 
Spring Expo to promote health 
and safety to homeowners 
when hiring contractors to 
work on their homes 

• Advocated for more staff to 
improve service at the local 
Ministry of Labour office 

Sault Ste. Marie 
Committee 

These two committees 
joined forces to organize 
the Northeastern Safety 
Conference at Cambrian 
College in Sudbury. The 
focus for this event was 
young and new workers. 

North Bay 
and Sudbury 
Committees

Industry Engagement
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Construction Legislative Review Committee – 
2014 Highlights

Subcommittees – 2014 Highlights

The Construction Legislation Review Committee (CLRC) is a subcommittee of the PLMHSC. It coordinates and oversees the 
review of legislation under the Occupational Health and Safety Act. 

In 2014, the CLRC set up the following Working Groups:

Debris Netting Working Group
In conjunction with the MOL, the working group developed proposed regulations for the inclusion of catch (or debris) nets 
around buildings under construction to protect both workers and the general public from falling debris.  

Suspended Access Equipment Working Group
The SAE Working Group produced a draft standard that was forwarded to the Labour-Management Network through 
the standard consultation process. Committee comments were reviewed and actions taken where appropriate. The draft 
standard will be submitted to the Minister of Labour in 2015.

Tower Crane Working Group
The Tower Crane Working Group continued work on its draft standard. The committee reviewed the comments submitted 
during the network consultation period, made revisions as applicable, and forwarded the final document to the Provincial 
Labour-Management Health and Safety Committee for approval and submission to the Minister of Labour.

Building Code Working Group  
Completed four proposals for changes to the Ontario Building Code and submitted them to the Ministry of Municipal 
Affairs and Housing:
1.  Lowering the requirement for roof anchors from 8 m to 3 m to align with the fall protection requirements in the 

construction regulation
2. Increasing the height of parapet walls to act as guardrails 
3. Adding portable-ladder support hooks to buildings 
4. Requiring guarding around skylights to prevent workers from falling through 

Mining and Aggregates Working Group
Completed an update of Safe Work Practices for the Aggregates Industry (M075) covering such topics as fall prevention, 
explosives and blasting, and operating bulldozers and haulage trucks. 

Safe Work 

Practices for the

Aggregates 

Industry

Industry Engagement

IHSA Safety Groups see continued success 
in 2014
The Safety Groups Program, administered by the Workplace Safety and Insurance Board (WSIB), is a voluntary, incentive-
based program designed to recognize firms that integrate health and safety into their management systems.

The WSIB set up the Safety Groups Program to encourage and assist firms to become self-reliant when it comes to health 
and safety management. Firms participate in the program with a collective purpose: to learn from each other’s experience 
in implementing injury and illness prevention programs. The better the group’s performance, the larger the financial 
incentive they receive from the WSIB in the form of rebates.

Over the past few years, IHSA’s Safety Groups have seen improvements in terms of enrolment and rebates. Since our 
amalgamation, IHSA has increased its support of these groups through a new and growing Construction Group. IHSA 
also ensures that all groups have a well-rounded experience in the program, one that provides insight, information, and 
resources to help participant firms achieve positive changes in their health and safety programs. Beyond financial rebates, 
these groups continue to see lower lost-time frequency and severity rates than their rate group counterparts that are not 
involved in the program.

Electrical 
2013 — 21 firms completed the program with total rebate of $262,777.87
2014 — 13 firms completed the program - rebate to be issued fall 2015
2015 — 18 firms enrolled

Construction
2013 — 82 firms completed the program with total rebate of $589,580.54
2014 — 91 firms completed the program - rebate to be issued fall 2015
2015 — 102 firms enrolled

Transportation
2013 — 181 firms completed the program with total rebate of $3,446,116.15
2014 — 173 firms completed the program - rebate to be issued fall 2015
2015 — 212 firms enrolled

In 2012, the prevention mandate in Ontario was moved away from the WSIB and transferred to the Ministry of Labour’s 
Prevention Office and its head, the Chief Prevention Officer. Programs such as Safety Groups have since been under review, 
and potential new programs have been explored. Until new programs are created, however, the WSIB has extended the 
Safety Groups program through 2016 to ensure there are no gaps in prevention programming.
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Elizabeth Witmer, Chair 
of the WSIB, presents 
rebate cheques to 
members of IHSA’s 
Safety Groups Programs
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IHSA’s Fleet Safety Council works to 
improve transportation safety
The Fleet Safety Council (FSC) is an association of driver trainers and safety professionals working to promote safety within 
the transportation, transport, bus, and coach industries. Members are typically employed in the motor vehicle transportation 
industry as safety supervisors, driver trainers, driver supervisors, or representatives of government-sponsored agencies. 
These groups, along with IHSA, work together to share information across Ontario that improves transportation safety. 

Each Fleet Safety Council provides content and information specific to its background and region so that its members have 
an opportunity to talk about common themes and issues in transportation health and safety that are relevant to their work.

The chapters also have an opportunity to meet on a wider scale at the annual Educational Conference. In 2014, the FSC 
Educational Conference was held in Niagara Falls. It covered a wide range of topics
including
• an accident investigation and evidence-gathering workshop delivered by Carmine Benedetti 
• a workshop hosted by John Oldfield entitled “Are Your Driver Files Trial-Ready?” 
• a Canada Labour Code update by Kathy Salmon from ESDC
• an information session on IHSA’s Certificate of Recognition (COR™) program courtesy of John Sammut from IHSA 
• a panel discussion moderated by Carolyn Gruske from Truck News on efforts to improve road safety with perspectives 

from OEM (Jason Spence, Volvo Trucks), technology (Ryan Fletcher, PeopleNet), regulation (Dino Bagnariol, MTO), and 
insurance (Greg St. Croix, Marsh Canada) 

Cambridge 
Hosted several events, including 
sessions on the principles of adult 
education, effective supervision, 
and brand preservation and health 
and safety in the age of social 
media 

Central Ontario 
Chapter

Guelph 
Took part in the joint meeting 
of the school bus chapters 
with more than 50 people in 
attendance 

Central Ontario — 
Bus Division

Peterborough 
Provided the opportunity for 
Northbridge Insurance to do 
a presention on the principles 
of adult education 

Central Eastern 
Ontario Chapter

Ottawa 
• Hosted a session by Jeff 

Dawson from IHSA on incident 
investigation and reporting  

• Hosted a presentation by the 
MTO on the CVOR audit 

Eastern Ontario 
Chapter — Ottawa

Grimsby 
Hosted a breakfast meeting 
on what to do in the event 
of an incident and how 
to conduct an incident 
investigation 

Hamilton/Niagara 
Chapter

London 
Took part in the joint meeting of 
the school bus chapters with more 
than 50 people in attendance 

Southwestern Ontario 
Chapter  — Bus Division

Grimsby 
• Joint meeting with the Central and Southwestern bus 

divisions to discuss a variety of common safety themes 

• Set up a mock accident in order to conduct a practice 
investigation for representatives of the federal and 
provincial governments, local police, and the insurance 
industry

Hamilton/Niagara — Bus Division 

Mississauga 
• Hosted a mock trial early 

in 2014 to show members 
what to expect if they 
have to take part in court 
proceedings 

• Hosted a presentation 
by Lou Smyrlis from 
the Trucking Group of 
Transportation Media 
to hear about trends in 
transportation 

• Hosted a presentation 
by Alex Bugeya from 
the Carrier Enforcement 
Program Office at the MTO 

• Hosted the annual 
Breakfast Seminar, 
which featured Brett 
Carson, an OPP Collision 
Reconstructionist who 
spoke on distracted driving 
and road safety 

Toronto Chapter

Sudbury 
• Hosted a presentation by 

Mike Russo from IHSA on 
a variety of occupational 
health topics related to 
transportation 

• Hosted a presentation 
by the MTO about what 
drivers can expect from 
roadside inspections 

Sudbury Chapter

Tilbury 
• Hosted a presentation by Doug Heintz from IHSA 

on collision prevention and defensive driving, which 
included a discussion about a collision review 
committee 

• Hosted a presentation by Larry Lonero from 
Northport Associates on monitoring driver behaviour 

Southern Ontario Chapter — Windsor 

London 
• Hosted a presentation on 

Bill C-45 as a“what if” law  

• Learned more about active 
lifestyles and healthful 
eating with the help of 
“Healthy Trucker” and NAL 
Insurance

Southwestern 
Chapter — London

Industry Engagement
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IHSA gears up to meet provincial training 
standard for working at heights 
IHSA was one of the first approved training providers for working at heights in Ontario in 2015. However, we spent most of 
2014 preparing to meet the requirements of the working at heights training standards. Below is a summary of our journey: 

Training standards recommended
Falls from heights are a major cause of injuries and deaths in Ontario workplaces. As a result, employers must provide 
workers who are exposed to fall hazards with fall protection training. Previously, there was no process in place to ensure 
the quality of that training. However, in 2010 the Expert Advisory Panel on Occupational Health and Safety recommended 
standardized working at heights training to ensure consistent instruction in the methods of fall prevention. 

In 2010, IHSA helped develop a draft program standard for working at heights training that served as the basis for its own 
Working at Heights program. This draft standard was used as a reference guide for developing the new Working at Heights 
Training Program Standard. 

Training standards developed
The training standards for working at heights were developed by the MOL with input from representatives of various 
sectors, including employers, organized labour, health and safety experts, and prevention system partners. Members 
of the Working at Heights Training Program Standard Development Group contributed their time and expertise to the 
development of the standard on a volunteer basis. Many of these members are also involved in IHSA’s Labour-Management 
Network.

On December 19, 2013, the Working at Heights Training Program Standard was released by the Chief Prevention Officer. The 
Training Provider Standard was released on January 8, 2014.

IHSA prepares to meet the standard
Throughout 2014, IHSA began to modify its already highly popular Working at Heights—Fundamentals of Fall Prevention 
course to align with the new standard. We also started on the process to become approved training providers for our 
revised Working at Heights (WAH) course.

One of the most beneficial changes made to IHSA’s WAH course as a result of the standard was the addition of a take-home 
pocket-sized quick reference guide. Participants can keep it with them while working and refer to it whenever they need it. 

IHSA’s Program Development staff and Training and Operations staff anticipated a learning curve for internal training staff 
and external training partners as well as an influx of new trainers to deal with the increased demand. They prepared in-
depth training packages that outlined equipment requirements, learning outcomes, and curricula to ensure that all trainers 
were prepared to meet the challenge of the new program head-on in 2015. 

IHSA’s Marketing and Communications department developed a comprehensive media campaign to inform industry 
stakeholders about the upcoming changes to working at heights training. (See page 32 for details.) Our customer service 
representatives and front-line staff members were regularly updated on our progress so that they could keep customers 
informed.  

Legislation amended
On December 5, 2014, the new requirements contained in the Working at Heights Training Standards were mandated into 
legislation by amending Regulation 297/13: Occupational Health and Safety Awareness and Training. IHSA had to ensure all 
of our course material was changed, our internal trainers and external training providers were prepared, and processes were 
put in place to offer the new training by April 1, 2015.  

IHSA approved as a training provider
On March 16, 2015, IHSA became one of the first approved training providers for working at heights in Ontario. As of April 
1, 2015, all of IHSA’s one-day Working at Heights—Fundamentals of Fall Prevention courses met the requirements of the 
Working at Heights Training Standards and the new regulations.  

Future training standards in Ontario
This concerted effort to prepare for the provincial standards was an opportunity for IHSA to refine a process for launching 
future training standards. IHSA is prepared to inform, align, engage, and train its stakeholders in order to continue to 
improve health and safety training in Ontario in the years to come. 

IHSA trainers prepare 
for the new training 
standards by assessing 
their knowledge of 
equipment and their 
methods of hands-on 
demonstration

Industry Engagement

Minister of Labour, 
Kevin Flynn, and the 
Chief Prevention 
Officer, George 
Gritziotis, attend one 
of IHSA’s Working at 
Heights courses
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As of April 1, 2015, workers who use any 
of the following methods of fall 
protection will need to complete a 
working at heights training program that 
has been approved by Ontario’s Chief 
Prevention Offi cer:

1.	 A	travel	restraint	system.

2.	A	fall	restricting	system.

3.	A	fall	arrest	system.

4.	A	safety	net.

5.	A	work	belt.

6.	A	safety	belt.	(O.	Reg.	297/13,	s.6)

Before using a fall arrest system, assess the hazards a worker may 
be exposed to in case of a fall:

·		Will	the	worker	“bottom out”	(i.e.,	hit	
the	ground	or	any	material,	equipment,	
or	a	lower	level	of	the	structure	before	
the	fall	is	arrested)?

·		Will	the	pendulum effect	or	“swing fall”	
cause	the	worker	to	swing	from	side	to	
side,	possibly	striking	some	equipment,	
material,	or	the	structure?

·		How	will	the	suspended	worker	be	
rescued?	(Refer	to	page	9.)

To prevent the risk of bottoming out:	
calculate	the	Total	Fall	Distance	to	make	
sure	it	is	less	than	the	distance	from	the	
work	surface	to	the	surface	below.	
(Refer	to	page	10.)

To minimize pendulum effect:
keep	the	lanyard	or	lifeline	perpendicular	
(at	a	90°	angle	behind	you)	from	the	
edge	to	the	anchor	point.	Or	run	a	
horizontal	lifeline	parallel	to	the	edge.	
The	worker	can	attach	a	lanyard	to	it	and	
move	along	the	edge,	staying	close	to	
perpendicular	at	all	times.	

CAUTION: The friction exerted by a 
swing fall may cause the lanyard or 
lifeline to break where it runs over a 
sharp edge. Use edge softeners to 
minimize this risk. 

Emergency rescue plan
A	worker	whose	fall	has	been	arrested	must	be	
brought	to	safety	as	quickly	as	possible	without	
causing	further	injury	or	putting	rescuers	at	risk.	
Before	using	a	fall	arrest	system,	employers	must	
develop	written	rescue	procedures.	
(O.Reg.213/91	s.26.1(4))	

Workers should not use a fall arrest system 
without knowing the rescue equipment 
and procedures for their jobsite.

Suspension trauma	
Also	known	as	orthostatic	intolerance,	suspension	
trauma	can	occur	if	you’re	suspended	by	your	
harness	in	an	upright	position	for	a	period	of	time.	
Being	suspended	can	cause	blood	to	pool	in	your	
legs,	depriving	your	brain	of	oxygen.	This	can	lead	to	
loss	of	consciousness,	serious	injury,	or	even	death.

The	best	protection	from	suspension	trauma	is	
an	effective	rescue	plan	and	timely	rescue.	
However,	using	suspension	trauma	relief	straps	
or	tying	a	loop	for	a	foothold	in	the	lifeline	can	
help	by	allowing	a	conscious	worker	to	relieve	
the	pressure	and	increase	blood	circulation.	

When	emergency	services	arrive	on	the	jobsite,
tell	them	how	long	the	worker	has	been	
suspended	so	they	can	take	appropriate	
measures.	

A worker whose fall has been arrested should be 
taken to hospital and examined.

Total Fall Distance 
The	distance	required	to	fully	arrest	a	fall.

Free-fall Distance	
The	distance	from	the	D-ring	of	a	worker	standing	on	the	work	
surface	down	to	the	point	where	either	the	lanyard	or	the	energy	
absorber	begins	to	arrest	the	fall.	To	minimize	free	fall,	workers	
should	tie	off	to	an	anchor	overhead	and	use	as	short	a	lanyard	as	
possible.	Workers	connected	by	a	rope	grab	should	position	it	as	
high	above	the	D-ring	as	possible.

Fall Stopping Distance 

*	The	stretch	in	the	lifeline	can	be	up	to	10%	on	lifelines	labelled	
CAN/CSA	Z259.2.5-12	and	up	to	22%	for	older	lifelines.

Remember to include a safety margin in the calculation to account 
for any variables that were not considered. 

Ladders are not work platforms. They are a means of access. 
When you are over 3 metres, you must follow the fall protection 
requirements, which includes training.	

Risk factors that increase your chances of 
falling from a ladder:
· Reaching	to	the	side

· Handling	bulky	or	heavy	materials	overhead

· Using	a	lot	of	force

· Applying	a	constant	force

· Experiencing	muscle	fatigue.	

Consider using a scaffold or elevating work 
platform instead of a ladder.

Scaffold work platforms	more	than	2.4	m	(8	
ft)	high	must	be	fully	planked,	have	guardrails,	
and	have	a	safe	means	of	access	and	egress	
(ladder	or	stairway).

Elevating work platforms (EWP)	must	have	
guardrails.	Operators	must	be	trained	on	the	
specifi	c	class	of	EWP	they	will	use.	If	the	EWP	
will	be	moved,	any	worker	on	the	platform	
must	be	tied	off.

Suspended access equipment (SAE)	work	
is	hazardous	because	it	is	done	at	heights.	
Workers	must	be	tied	off	while	working	on	
SAE	or	when	getting	on	or	off	SAE.	They	
must	be	competent	to	select,	inspect,	set	up,	
and	use	the	equipment	and	be	trained	in	fall	
protection.

FREE-FALL 
DISTANCE + =

FALL 
STOPPING 
DISTANCE

TOTAL
FALL 

DISTANCE

The stretch 
in the 

lanyard 
(minimal) 

The slack in 
the harness 

(30 cm/
1 ft max) 

The 
deployment 

of the energy 
absorber

The 
stretch in 

the 
lifeline*

+ + +

Working 
at Heights
Quick Reference Guide

V001

Access Structures Emergency Rescue and Suspension Trauma Calculating Total Fall Distance Fall Arrest PlanningYou need fall 
protection training

IHSA can help!

ihsa.ca

Workers who have already received 
training that meets the current regulation 
(O. Reg. 213/91, s.26) will have until April 1, 
2017, to complete this training.

Workplace-specifi c training
In	addition	to	general	fall	protection	training,	
employers	must	train	all	workers	on	the	
hazards	specifi	c	to	their	jobsite	and	on	the	
types	of	equipment	they	will	use.	

This	training	must	cover	the	exact	harness,	
lanyard,	energy	absorber	(shock	absorber),	
rope	grab,	lifeline,	and	anchors	each	worker	
will	rely	on,	as	well	as	the	situations	in	which	
the	equipment	will	be	used.

Scan here for 
training dates 
and locations.
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IHSA launches awareness campaign on the 
Working at Heights Training Standard  
In 2014, IHSA launched an awareness campaign about the upcoming changes to working at heights training in Ontario. We 
wanted to make sure our members were aware of these changes as well as to reassure them that we would be prepared to 
meet their needs once the changes came into effect. 

Magazine   
Released in January 2014, this issue of IHSA.ca Magazine was dedicated to the new Working at Heights Standard. It 
included a brief history of the standard and an interview with the Chief Prevention Officer, George Gritziotis. We printed and 
distributed approximately 50,000 copies to our membership. We mailed copies to firms in 23 of our 28 rate groups that 
encounter hazards related to working at heights.

Poster and postcard
A total of 10,000 posters were distributed through our Labour-Management Network and training courses, and were 
included in product orders. The postcard was mailed to 122,000 of our member firms who work at heights.

Web page
We set up a dedicated web page with all of the information and resources about the standard. It was updated to reflect 
IHSA’s progress toward meeting the standard. The number of visitors to this page was over 1,600.

Electronic and social media
IHSA updated its members through communication vehicles like 2-Minute News, Twitter, and LinkedIn. That’s a potential 
reach of almost 12,000 subscribers all together.

Print and online advertising
IHSA bought ad space in the Ontario General Contractors Association magazine The Generals. It has a circulation of about 
4,600. We also had electronic banner ads that appeared on the Council of Ontario Construction Associations (COCA) 
website as well as in Daily Commercial News Lite, an online publication.

Communiqué and presentation
A communiqué about the new standard was released to media outlets throughout Ontario and added to the ihsa.ca 
website. In addition, a PowerPoint presentation on the standard and IHSA’s progress was added to the website. There 
were almost 800 visits to these documents in total.

Radio campaign
IHSA released a series of public service announcements about the new standard on 25 Ontario radio stations for 
six weeks in February and March. These spots ran again in October and November. Based on market share (gross 
impressions), that’s a potential reach of over 775,000 listeners per day.

Safety speaks many languages   
In 2014, IHSA began the process of translating its Working at Heights course material into 10 additional languages 
commonly found in construction. We also started arranging for translators to help our instructors communicate with 
students whose first language is not English. To promote these upcoming courses, we developed a postcard and an 
awareness package to send to faith-based associations and organizations that specialize in finding work for newcomers to 
Canada. The awareness package was mailed to 923 organizations around the GTA in early January of 2015.  It included a 
folder with a family-inspired marketing approach meant to help workers and companies realize the value of safety at work 
and the benefits of “keeping yourself in the picture” at home.
 
Also in 2014, IHSA also made preparations for a four-week advertising campaign to promote the translated working at 
heights courses. We contracted a vendor that specialized in multicultural advertising to help prepare the media plan and 
assist with selecting newspaper and online advertising opportunities for each of the 10 languages. Arrangements were 
also made to  disseminate information through ethnic business and trade associations targeting new Canadians and 
focusing on the building and construction business. This campaign took place in March of 2015.

Are you ready?We are.

The Ministry of Labour’s Chief Prevention 

Officer has established a new training standard 

in Ontario for working at heights. Train with 

IHSA and be confident that you’ll 
be compliant. Listen for our 

radio ads and watch for a special 
edition of IHSA.ca Magazine. ihsa.ca/fallp WAHpostcardnomail.indd   1
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The new
Working at Heights 

Training Standard
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Are you ready?

The Ministry of Labour’s Chief Prevention 

Officer has established a new training standard 

in Ontario for working at heights. Get training 

that meets the new standard. Get IHSA’s 

Working at Heights—Fundamentals of Fall 

Prevention course or Working at 

Heights Instructor Workshop. For 

more information, visit ihsa.ca/fallp 
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Update on Working at Heights 
Training in Ontario – Dec 2014 

 

 

December 10, 2014 
 New training requirements for working at heights announced 

 
 
The Ontario Ministry of Labour (MOL) has announced changes to Regulation 297/13: 
Occupational Health and Safety Awareness and Training that will come into effect on April 1, 
2015. As of that date, workers on construction sites will need to complete a working at heights 
training program that has been approved by the Chief Prevention Officer before they can work 
at heights. This training will be valid for three years from the date of completion.  
 
Workers who have already received training that meets the current requirements set out in 
section 26.2 of the Construction Regulation (213/91) will have two years (until April 1, 2017) to 
complete an approved working at heights training program. As of now, there are no approved 
training programs, but anyone who is exposed to fall hazards on the job is legally required to 
receive fall protection training.  
Falls continue to plague Ontario’s worksites. In 2013, 10 workers died in fall-related incidents 
on construction projects and falls were responsible for 25% of lost-time injuries (LTIs) for IHSA 
member firms. 
 
In 2013, the Prevention Office released a Working at Heights Training Program Standard and a 
Working at Heights Training Provider Standard. These standards laid out minimum learning 
outcomes for working at heights training programs and the requirements for approved training 
providers. 
 
This focus on reducing working at heights injuries and fatalities through standardized training 
was a key recommendation of the Expert Advisory Panel on Occupational Health and Safety 
that was led by Tony Dean in 2010. The Ontario government committed to implementing all of 
the recommendations proposed by the Expert Advisory Panel.  
IHSA will be releasing additional information on the new standards and how IHSA’s Working at 
Heights—Fundamentals of Fall Prevention training will fit into the future of fall-related training 
in Ontario.  
 
For more information, including a link to the Training Provider Application Form and Application 
Guidelines, visit the MOL’s Working at Heights Training page.   
If you have any questions, you can contact IHSA directly at 1-800-263-5024 or visit our website 
at ihsa.ca 
 

Industry Engagement

Safety 
speaks many 
languages.

Working at 
Heights training is now 
available in 10 more languages

TRAINING IS 
REQUIRED 
when exposed 

to fall 
hazards

Working at heights training is mandatory in Ontario for anyone who is exposed to 
fall hazards during the course of their work. To make this training available to all 
workers, the Infrastructure Health and Safety Association (IHSA) is now offering 
its Working at Heights course in 10 additional languages (Cantonese, Croatian, 
Italian, Mandarin, Polish, Portuguese, Russian, Serbian, Spanish, and Turkish). 

IHSA’s one-day course addresses the basic fall prevention information workers 
need to know to work safely in areas where they may be exposed to fall hazards. 
Upon completion, participants will be able to recognize common fall hazards, will 
know how to use various types of equipment to control those hazards, and will 
understand the laws and regulations related to working at heights.

 Program Fees
  $100 per participant for IHSA members.

Cantonese
Jan 8, 2015
March 2, 2015
 
Croatian  
Jan 12, 2015
March 9, 2015

Italian 
Jan 16, 2015
March 16, 2015

Mandarin
Jan 19, 2015
March 23, 2015

Polish  
Jan 26, 2015
March 30, 2015

Portuguese  
Feb 2, 2015
April 6, 2015

Russian  
Feb 9, 2015
April 13, 2015

Serbian  
Feb 16, 2015
April 20, 2015

Spanish  
Feb 23, 2015
April 24, 2015

Turkish  
Feb 27, 2015
April 27, 2015

IHSA serves the workers and employers of Ontario’s 

construction, electrical, transportation, aggregates, utilities, 

natural gas, and ready-mix concrete sectors. 

We make workplaces safer.

IHSA039

in the language that is best 

understood by your workers. 

For more information, call 

905-625-0100 or 1-800-263-5024.

Get effective 

Working at 

Heights training

Magazine
Vol. 13 ISSUE 4

• History and Background of 

the Standard

• Update on the Standard from 

the Chief Prevention Officer

• Industry Perspectives on the 

Standard

• Take IHSA’s Working at 

Heights Training Program

• Teach IHSA’s Working at 

Heights Program

Features

SPECIAL EDITION ON THE 
NEW STANDARD

A specialized approach to health and safety

We are.

Working at 
Heights Training 
Standard

Are you ready?

Szkolenie „Praca 
na wysokości”
jest obowiązkowe przy pracy 
na wysokości wyższej niż 10 
stóp (ok. 3 metrów).

1-800-263-5024 lub 
info@ihsa.ca

Każdego roku robotnicy w prowincji Ontario 
doznają obrażeń lub giną w wyniku upadku. 
Aby pomóc w zapewnieniu sytuacji, 
gdzie wszyscy wracają bezpiecznie do 
domu, IHSA oferuje obecnie jednodniowe 
szkolenie Praca na wysokości — Podstawy 
zapobiegania upadkom w języku polskim.

Skorzystaj z tej okazji do nauki w języku 
polskim, aby zdobyć wiedzę i umiejętności, 
których potrzebujesz do budowlanych prac 
na wysokości. Odwiedź ihsa.ca/wah/pl, aby 
zapoznać się z terminami szkoleń i informacjami 
o rejestracji.

100 za każdego uczestnika dla członków IHSA.*

*Możliwe, że już należysz do IHSA, jeżeli Ty lub Twój pracodawca 
płacicie składki na rzecz Workplace Safety and Insurance Board 
(WSIB). Skontaktuj się z IHSA, aby się dowiedzieć.
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IHSA improves communication with members 
through traditional and social media  
IHSA spreads the health and safety message to its members using a combination of traditional media tools and social media 
outlets. Our social media presence allows us to interact directly with interested parties. This dialogue helps us be more aware 
of the issues facing our members and allows us to address these concerns promptly and directly. However, even in this digital 
age, there is still a need for tangible communication tools such as printed magazines and products. 

IHSA produces new health and safety products  
IHSA’s Marketing and Communications department works with working groups composed of IHSA subject-matter experts and 
volunteers from relevant labour-management committees to produce manuals, guidelines, health and safety advisories, and more. The 
focus of the products we developed in 2014 corresponds with our priority injury hazards. 

IHSA also works with the MOL to provide health and safety information on issues relevant to our industries or to accompany some of the 
MOL health and safety blitzes. In 2014, we developed products to promote the new Working at Heights Training Standard (see page 32). 
As well, we helped the MOL translate the manual Best Practices for Building and Working Safely on Ice Covers in Ontario into French. 

New products by priority hazard   

Working 
at Heights 
Standard 

Motor Vehicle 
Incidents 

Getting Ready for 
COR™ 

Working in High 
Hazards 

In 2014, was working 
on transitioning 
to new CRM with 
e-commerce

2,922 
Subscriptions 

7,353 
Subscriptions 

218 
new subscribers 
since July, when 

the ani-spam 
laws took  

effect

40,000 
visits each 

month 

4 issues 
per year

2,187 
followers

2,101 
followers

35,000 
copies 
printed

723 new 
followers 
in 2014

517 new 
followers 
in 2014

IHSA.ca 
Magazine 

2-Minute  
News

IHSA.ca 
Website

LinkedIn

Twitter

Are you ready?We are.

The Ministry of Labour’s Chief Prevention 

Officer has established a new training standard 
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The new
Working at Heights 

Training Standard

We are.
Are you ready?

The Ministry of Labour’s Chief Prevention 

Officer has established a new training standard 

in Ontario for working at heights. Get training 

that meets the new standard. Get IHSA’s 

Working at Heights—Fundamentals of Fall 

Prevention course or Working at 

Heights Instructor Workshop. For 

more information, visit ihsa.ca/fallp 

27% 
Falls

33% 
MSDs

26% 
Struck-bys

10% 
Others

4% 
MVIs

WAH Poster (IHSA033) 
WAH Postcard (IHSA032)

H&S Advisory: SRLs for 
Leading Edge Work (W252)

WAH in Other Languages 
Postcard (IHSA039) 

Low-
Slope 
Roofing 
Manual 
(M070)

Hand signals cards:  
• Concrete Pumps (V007) 
• Pile Driving (V008) 
• Reach Lift Trucks (V014) 

Aggregates 
Manual (M075)

H&S Advisory: Reversing 
Vehicles (W453)

Winter 
Driving 
Booklet 
(B010) 

Distracted Driving 
Poster (IHSA038)

Safety talk: 
Chainsaws Preventing MSDs Using 

Ergonomic Solutions 
(IHSA037) 

MSD Profiles: 
• ICI Drywallers (W322)
• ICI Insulators (W323) 

French version of Ice 
Roads Manual (IHSA029F)

Safety talk: 
Hand-arm 
vibration 

Preventing Musculoskeletal Disorders Using Ergonomic Solutions

ihsa.ca/msd

    V014 card - VARIABLE REACH          LIFT TRUCK Hand Signals

2-sided card -- black is 100K                    size:  4” wide x 2.75” high and 0.16-inch corner radius

VARIABLE REACH LIFT TRUCK HAND SIGNALS

Close Clam Open Clam

Tilt 
Forks 
Left

Boom Up Slowly

Boom Up Boom Down

Tilt 
Fork 
Up

Tilt 
Fork 
Down

Boom Down 
Slowly

Tilt 
Forks 
Right

Shift Fork Left Shift Fork Right
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9                   10                             11                        12
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Your Guide  
To Safe, Efficient, Winter Driving

Equipment, Hazards, Techniques

Safety 
speaks many 
languages.

Working at 
Heights training is now 
available in 10 more languages

TRAINING IS 
REQUIRED 
when exposed 

to fall 
hazards

Working at heights training is mandatory in Ontario for anyone who is exposed to 
fall hazards during the course of their work. To make this training available to all 
workers, the Infrastructure Health and Safety Association (IHSA) is now offering 
its Working at Heights course in 10 additional languages (Cantonese, Croatian, 
Italian, Mandarin, Polish, Portuguese, Russian, Serbian, Spanish, and Turkish). 

IHSA’s one-day course addresses the basic fall prevention information workers 
need to know to work safely in areas where they may be exposed to fall hazards. 
Upon completion, participants will be able to recognize common fall hazards, will 
know how to use various types of equipment to control those hazards, and will 
understand the laws and regulations related to working at heights.

 Program Fees
  $100 per participant for IHSA members.

Cantonese
Jan 8, 2015
March 2, 2015
 
Croatian  
Jan 12, 2015
March 9, 2015

Italian 
Jan 16, 2015
March 16, 2015

Mandarin
Jan 19, 2015
March 23, 2015

Polish  
Jan 26, 2015
March 30, 2015

Portuguese  
Feb 2, 2015
April 6, 2015

Russian  
Feb 9, 2015
April 13, 2015

Serbian  
Feb 16, 2015
April 20, 2015

Spanish  
Feb 23, 2015
April 24, 2015

Turkish  
Feb 27, 2015
April 27, 2015

V007 card - READY MIX DRIVER            CONCRETE PUMPING Hand Signals

2-sided card -- black is 100K                            size: 4” wide x 2.75” high and 0.16-inch corner radiusREADY-MIX DRIVER HAND SIGNALS

Lower Chute Start 
Pouring

Stop

Back 
Up Pull 

Forward

Head 
In Back 

In

Raise Chute

Lock or Unlock 
Chute Slow 

Down 
Drum

NO RESPONSESHOULD BE MADE TO UNCLEAR SIGNALS

Stop         Pouring
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Safe Work 

Practices for the

Aggregates 

Industry

Industry Engagement

Blinding sun

Adjusting controls for temperature, radio, 
or cassette, CD, MP3, or DVD players

Watching a person, object, or  
event outside the vehicle

Top Driving Distractions
1. Psychological distractions (daydreaming, stress, etc.)
2. Using a cell phone (talking or texting)
3. Outside distractions
4. Passengers
5. Using or reaching for reaching for devices like GPS or 

headphones
6. Eating or drinking
7. Adjusting radio or climate controls
8. Adjusting parts of the vehicle, such as mirrors  

or seats
9. A moving object in the vehicle (insect, pet, etc.)
10. Smoking

Passengers

Wildlife

GPS devices

Hands-free devices

Psychological 
distractions

DRIVING

IHSA038

Toxic Exposure to Manganese in Welding Fume

HEALTH AND SAFETY ADVISORY

5110 Creekbank Road, Suite 400, Mississauga, ON, L4W 0A1 Canada                       Page 1 of 2                                               W156 

T 1 800 263 5024   T 905 625 0100   F 905 625 8998  www.ihsa.ca 

Welding is a method of joining metal parts together 

by heating them. The process of heating certain base 

metals and surface coatings can release toxic fumes 

into the air. Breathing in toxic welding fume, especially 

over time, can have serious health effects. 
Welding fume may contain such chemicals as iron 

oxide, hexavalent chromium, nickel, cadmium, and 

manganese. Exposure to these chemicals is regulated 

under Ontario Regulation 833: Control of Exposure to 

Biological or Chemical Agents. These chemicals have 

been assigned specific time-weighted average (TWA) 

values. It is the responsibility of the employer to ensure 

that workers’ exposure to these chemicals does not 

exceed the TWA.

Manganese in Welding
Manganese is a naturally occurring element found 

everywhere on earth, including many of the foods 

we eat. In small amounts, it is an essential nutrient 

required for normal bodily functions. However, in 

excess amounts, it can cause serious harm.
Manganese is added to certain metals such as steel 

and aluminum to improve its strength, stiffness, and 

durability. Even more commonly, it is found in welding 

rods, welding wire, and the flux coating on electrodes. 

When inhaled, manganese in welding fume bypasses 

the body’s normal defense mechanisms and can 

accumulate in the lungs, bloodstream, and brain.

Manganese exposure tends be higher in certain types 

of welding than others. Typically plasma cutting, 

metal inert gas (MIG), flux-cored arc welding (FCAW), 

and manual metal arc (MMA) have higher fume and      

manganese levels. Other factors that can increase 

manganese exposure include the work environment, 

work position, and welding process variables such as 

current, arc length, etc.

Health Effects of ManganeseToxicity from manganese exposure has been 

well documented and can include•	Metal fume fever at high concentrations

•	Loss of energy•	 Irritability•	Headaches•	Muscles weakness•	Speech impairment
•	Balance problems•	Tremors•	Excessive salivation or sweating.

Some studies have found a connection 

between manganese exposure and 

Parkinson’s disease in welders. However, these 

findings have been controversial and require 

further research. Regardless, many argue 

that measures should be put in place until 

conclusive evidence is established.

H&S Advisories: 
• Legionellosis (W155) 
• Manganese in Welding Fume 

(W156) 
• Gaskets, Boilers, and Asbestos 

(W157) 

Safety talks: 
• Slips and falls for truck drivers
• Defensive driving – highway 

traffic
• Work-related driving
• Mobile devices

Legionellosis: A Cooling-Tower HazardHEALTH AND SAFETY ADVISORY
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Ask the building owner for key information.

Ask the building owner for
Why?

Water treatment program records

 Is a water treatment program in place using

• biocide inhibitors?

• corrosion and scale inhibitors?

• dispersants, surfactants, or fi lters?

 Are water treatments continuously applied?

• Organic matter, excess scale, corrosion, and   

 bacterial growth in water can protect Legionella  

 from biocides and can help it to grow.

• Water does not continuously circulate, especially  

 in systems that are cycled on and off . These   

 conditions promote Legionella growth.

Water monitoring records

 Is the water chemistry, such as pH, chloride   

 concentration, etc., tested routinely?

 Are general bacteria levels in the water system  

 routinely measured?

For more information, refer to the Health and 

Safety Executive’s publication Legionnaires’ 

disease listed at the end of this advisory.

• The water chemistry could change over time   

 leading to a change in bacteria levels.

• High levels of general bacteria indicate a greater  

 chance of Legionella growth.

Maintenance procedures

 Is the water drained if the system is shut down  

 for more than three days? If not, are biocides  

 added?

Is system maintenance conducted at least   

 twice per year (spring and autumn)?

• Legionella bacteria can grow in standing water.

• Damaged physical components (such as the   

 drift eliminator) or clogged spray nozzles could  

 increase the risk of exposure to mists.

What is the health risk?

Maintaining cooling towers can put you at risk of a 

respiratory infection by Legionella bacteria. Legionella 

can live in groundwater, lakes, rivers, ponds, and 

human-made water systems. Diseases can develop after 

a worker or a member of the general public inhales 

mist from contaminated water into the lungs. Legionella 

causes mainly two types of diseases: Legionnaires’ 

disease and Pontiac Fever.

Musculoskeletal hazards and controls

Musculoskeletal disorders (MSDs), such as chronic back pain or shoulder problems, often take time to 

develop. Forceful exertion, awkward positions, hand-arm and whole-body vibration, contact stress, and 

repetitive tasks can add up over time to produce an MSD.

This profile can help you identify and control MSD hazards in your job. We recommend that you add the 

best practices outlined here to your company’s health and safety program. The hazards in a particular job, 

however, may be different than the ones on this profile, so evaluate the risks of your specific work activities.

When implementing MSD controls, consider the following ergonomic principles:

1.  Use handling equipment when possible. The best way to prevent an MSD is to eliminate or reduce the 

need for lifting, carrying, pushing, and pulling. Instead, use material-handling equipment such as carts, 

dollies, pallet jacks, or manual forklifts.

2. Don’t lift a load (cement, roll metals, scaffold, etc.) from the floor. Lifting from the floor or from 

below standing knuckle height can put severe stress on your back and reduce your lifting ability. To 

avoid this, store objects above standing knuckle height and below standing shoulder level.

3. Avoid working on the floor. Constantly working on the floor can result in injuries to your back, hips, 

and knees because you usually have to kneel and bend forward. When possible, raise the work height 

by using a workbench.

4. Avoid working above your shoulders. High lifting or constantly reaching above your shoulders can 

be harmful. Most of the work is being done by the smaller muscles in your shoulders and arms instead 

of by the larger muscles in your back and legs. When your arms are raised, the muscles fatigue more 

quickly because there is less blood flow. Also, there is a greater chance you could drop the object.

5. Get help with large loads or move smaller loads more often. Get help from a co-worker if a load is too 

heavy for you to handle on your own. If possible, divide the load into smaller loads. Smaller weights put 

less stress on your back than larger weights, even if you have to make more trips.

6. Consider exercise programs. Regular exercise not only helps prevent MSDs but also promotes general 

good health.

7. Use proper lifting and handling techniques. Using the wrong technique puts extra stress on your 

lower back and can also cause a traumatic injury such as a fall or a struck-by injury. For proper lifting 

techniques, refer to the “Back Care” chapter in IHSA’s Construction Health and Safety Manual (M029).
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Musculoskeletal hazards and controls

Musculoskeletal disorders (MSDs), such as chronic back pain or shoulder problems, often take time to 

develop. Forceful exertion, awkward positions, hand-arm and whole-body vibration, contact stress, and 

repetitive tasks can add up over time to produce an MSD.
This profile can help you identify and control MSD hazards in your job. We recommend that you add the 

best practices outlined here to your company’s health and safety program. The hazards in a particular job, 

however, may be different than the ones on this profile, so evaluate the risks of your particular activities.

In general, when implementing controls, consider the following ergonomic principles:

1.  Use handling equipment when possible. The most effective intervention to control the risk of 

developing an MSD is to eliminate or reduce the frequency of lifting, carrying, pushing, and pulling. Use 

material-handling equipment such as carts, dollies, pallet jacks, or manual forklifts.

2. Don’t lift a load from the floor. Lifting from the floor or below standing knuckle height can expose 

your back to significant stresses and reduce your lifting capacity. Avoid this procedure by storing 

objects above standing knuckle height and below standing shoulder height.

3. Avoid working on the floor. Constantly working on the floor can result in injuries to your back, hips, 

and knees because it usually requires kneeling and bending your back forward. When possible, raise 

the work height by using a workbench.4. Minimize work above your shoulder. High lifting or constant reaching above the shoulder level is 

harmful for three reasons.1. Your muscle strength is reduced because most of the muscle work is performed by your shoulders 

and arms instead of by the bigger muscles in your back and legs. 

2. Your shoulder and arm muscles fatigue more quickly than your back and leg muscles because of

    reduced blood flow. 3. Lifting or removing an object from a high shelf can be dangerous because you could drop the object. 

5. Move smaller weights often or get help. Smaller weights put less stress on your back than larger 

weights, even if the frequency of lifting is increased.
6. Exercise programs. Consider exercise programs. They help to prevent MSDs and promote general 

good health.
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Beware of asbesto
s

If y
ou work around boilers a

nd pipes, y
ou sh

ould 

know that fr
iable asbesto

s (a
sbesto

s th
at is

 

easily
 crumbled, pulverized, or powdered) w

as 

insta
lled in so

me boiler components u
ntil a

round 

1985. Asbesto
s is

 being used even in so
me new 

atmospheric boilers. 

You can find asbesto
s in

 components s
uch as 

boiler or pipe insulation, and so
me gaskets.

When they’re new, su
ch gaskets a

re non-fri
able 

and pose less o
f a hazard than fria

ble asbesto
s. 

The gaskets b
ecome especially hazardous w

hen 

they are:

•	
broken

•	
cut

•	
drille

d 

•	
exposed to heat 

     
 over tim

e

•	
abraded

•	
ground

•	
sanded

•	
vibrated

What in
formation must I

 get

from the project owner before

beginning a job or finalizing

contract agreements?

1. 
The owner’s report

The owner’s 
report c

an be obtained fro
m the 

project owner. It
 tells y

ou if m
aterial th

at is

likely to be handled, dealt w
ith, distu

rbed, or 

removed is:

•	fr
iab

le	o
r	no

n-fr
iab

le	a
sbe

sto
s-c
ont

ain
ing

material (A
CM)

•	to
	be

	tre
ate

d	a
s	A

CM

•	in
	go

od	
or	p

oor
	co

ndi
tion

.

2. Drawings, p
lans, o

r sp
ecifications to

 sh
ow 

the location of th
e ACM.

What am I re
quired to do if b

oiler

components contain asbesto
s?

Boiler and pipe insulation

Never distu
rb boiler or pipe insulation without complying 

with Regulation 278/05, Asbesto
s o

n Constru
ction 

Projects a
nd in Buildings and Repair O

perations, w
hich 

you can download at ih
sa.ca. 

The law requires sp
ecial procedures fo

r su
ch asbesto

s 

operations, w
hich are desig

nated as Type 2 or Type 3, 

depending on the sp
ecific sit

uation. 

Gaskets

Before distu
rbing a gasket, u

se a wettin
g agent.   

   

Using a wettin
g agent re

duces airborne levels o
f    

  

asbesto
s.

Do not use power to
ols.

Wire brushes u
sed to remove gaskets m

ay

generate asbesto
s fi

bres. 

Follow any additio
nal re

quirements a
s d

escribed

in Regulation 278/05 – Asbesto
s o

n Constru
ction

Projects a
nd in Buildings and Repair O

perations.

Note: If 
you’ll b

e working with gaskets, 
ask for

an N-10
0, R-10

0, or P-10
0 air-p

urify
ing respirator 

and protective clothing fro
m your employer.

Note: Asbesto
s m

ay also be called 

chrysotile
, crocidolite

, or amosite
.

•

•
•

•

1.

Risks 
Most SRLs are designed to be mounted to an overhead anchorage point. However, in many leading 

edge applications, overhead anchorage is not possible and the SRL is used horizontally. Not all SRLs 

are tested or designed for horizontal use. Always check the manufacturer’s instructions or contact 

them directly to determine if the SRL can be used horizontally.
If the SRL travels repeatedly over the edge of a flat surface, the webbing can start to fray. If the 

lifeline bends 90° around the sharp edge of formwork, concrete, or other work surface during a fall, 5110 Creekbank Road, Suite 400, Mississauga, ON, L4W 0A1 Canada                       Page 1 of 2                                               W252
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Self-Retracting Lifelines (SRLs) for Leading Edge Work

HEALTH AND SAFETY ADVISORY
A leading edge is the unprotected end of 
formwork, floors, roofs, decks, or other walking 
or working surfaces. It is the edge that workers 
are building out from, so it constantly moves or 
changes location as each new section is added. 
An unprotected edge presents a significant fall 
hazard to workers. So, workers must use some 
type of fall protection when working on the 
leading edge. 
Fall protection can include a properly installed 
guardrail, a travel-restraint system, or a fall-arrest 
system. Guardrails and travel restraint prevent 
a worker from falling, so they are the preferred 
methods of fall protection over fall arrest, which 
is designed to “arrest” or stop a worker’s fall 
before they hit the ground or an object below. 
However, using guardrails may not always be 
possible when working on the leading edge. 
In those situations, workers must use a travel-
restraint or fall-arrest system consisting of a 
full-body harness with an energy-absorbing 
lanyard connected to a lifeline that is affixed 
to an adequate anchor point. An arrested fall puts a tremendous amount of force on the body and can sometimes cause serious 

injury. To minimize that force, it is important to keep the fall distance as short as possible. Self-

retracting lifelines (SRLs) allow the lifeline to extend and retract as the worker moves. Connecting 

an SRL to a fall-arrest system will limit the distance a worker can fall. A shorter fall distance 

reduces the risk of the worker hitting any obstructions below and makes rescuing a suspended 

worker easier and faster. An SRL can also be used for travel restraint, but only if the unspooled 

length of the lifeline will prevent the worker from reaching the edge.

Find out what we can do for you at ihsa.ca

About IHSA

 
IHSA’s vision is workplaces without injuries, illnesses, or fatalities.

We engage with our member firms, workers, and other stakeholders to help them continuously 

improve their health and safety performance. We do this by providing effective and innovative 

sector-specific programs, products, and services.

We offer 

  •  Training programs

  •  Consulting services

  •  Health and safety audits

  •  Publications and e-news

  •  Posters and stickers

  •  Reference material 

  •  A resource-rich website

  •  Solutions to high-risk activities 

  •  Due diligence solutions.

M070

Infrastructure Health & Safety Association (IHSA)

5110 Creekbank Road, Suite 400

Mississauga, Ontario L4W 0A1 Canada

Tel: 1-800-263-5024  •  Fax: 905-625-8998 

ihsa.ca

ihsa.ca

Low-Slope Roofing
Health & Safety Manual

7611927818949

 

ISBN 9781894761192

90000 >

M070_LowSlopeROOFING_coverSpread_2014_FINAL.indd   1

11/02/2014   12:00:15 PM

There are a number of requirements for reversing vehicles in the construction regulations (O.Reg. 
213/91, s.104–106).

104. (1)  Every project shall be planned and organized so that vehicles, machines and  
              equipment are not operated in reverse or are operated in reverse as little as possible. 
        (2) Vehicles, machines and equipment at a project shall not be operated in reverse 
              unless there is no practical alternative to doing so.

If vehicles must operate in reverse, the operator shall be assisted by a signaller and they must 
jointly establish procedures of communication (s.104 (3), (5)). The signaller shall be a competent 
worker, shall not perform other work while acting as a signaller, shall wear the proper protective 
clothing, and shall receive adequate instructions and training (s.106). In addition, signs shall be 
posted in conspicuous areas to warn workers of the danger (s.104 (6)). There is also a requirement 
for dump trucks to be equipped with an audible alarm that signals when the vehicle is being 
operated in reverse (s.105). 

Although the legislation only speaks to the audible alarm back-up technology, many other 
technologies have been developed to help decrease the number of struck-by incidents and 
protect workers from all kinds of reversing vehicles. It is believed that these technologies, 
when used in conjunction with signallers as required under section 104, have the potential to 
considerably reduce reversing vehicle incidents. This advisory has been developed to inform 
trades about some of the new technologies. It provides brief descriptions of a few of these 
systems and outlines some of their benefits and as well as their limitations.
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Reversing Vehicles: Personnel Detection Systems

HEALTH AND SAFETY ADVISORY

Blind spots around construction equipment—especially those directly behind the equipment—are a leading cause of struck-by injuries and fatalities. The term struck-by refers to instances when a worker is hit or struck by vehicles, equipment, or objects.  

A 2012 report on fatalities in Ontario’s construction industry showed that between 1997 and 2011, 91 fatalities fell under the category of Struck by/Caught in or between materials and/or equipment. Of these 91 fatalities, 28 were the result of a worker being struck by moving equipment. In 17 of these 28 cases, the equipment was backing up when it struck and killed the worker.  
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Trade Shows • Trade Shows • Trade Shows • Trade Shows • Trade Shows • Trade Shows • Trade Shows • 

IHSA connects with members and the 
public through trade shows and other 
outreach projects  
These engagement opportunities allow us to demonstrate our commitment to helping protect Ontario’s workers, 
particularly those exposed to high-risk and high-hazard activities. 

Canadian National Exhibition (CNE)
From August 18 to 24, IHSA helped organize and staff a booth at the CNE for a second year. This year’s theme was Working 
at Heights Awareness. Representatives from the MOL as well as the other health and safety associations (PSHSA, WSPS, 
and WSN) helped operate the souvenir photo booth and distribute health and safety information. In addition to the photo, 
give-aways included orange T-shirts for kids showing a safety harness with the message “I’m wearing my fall protection. Are 
you?” and temporary tattoos saying “Proud kid of a safe worker.”  

Ontario Technological Skills Competition (OTSC)
IHSA was a Platinum-level sponsor at the 25th Annual Ontario Technological Skills Competition (OTSC) held in Waterloo. 
This event is the largest skilled trades competition in Canada. It features almost 2,000 competitors in more than 60 skilled 
trade contests at the elementary, secondary, and post-secondary student levels. The number of visitors was estimated to be 
more than 30,000.

IHSA staff demonstrated hands-on skills such as tying rigging knots and using powerline technician’s tools and equipment. 
A pole line was also installed to demonstrate overhead high-voltage work. We provided an information booth where staff 
answered questions about training, skills development, and apprenticeship. We also sent our mobile classroom to the event. 
With assistance from MSA Safety, we were able to give out safety glasses and hard hats to the competitors, judges, and 
OTCS staff.

Two IHSA staff members served as technical co-chairs for a powerline technician apprentice competition that was part 
of the OTSC for the first time. Teams of two went through a simulation in which an underground primary cable had 
been damaged during a dig-in at a residential subdivision.

Open houses
IHSA hosted several open house events in 2014. By leveraging our relationships with stakeholders, governmental 
representatives, and various industry groups, we were able to create networking and educational opportunities to 
spread the safety message.

Certificate of Recognition (COR™) Open House
On February 26, IHSA collaborated with the Ontario General Contractors Association (OGCA) to offer an Open House/
Leadership Day at the Centre for Health and Safety Innovation (CHSI) in Mississauga. It was a way for interested parties 
to learn more about the COR™ program as well as an opportunity for buyers of construction who are mandating COR™ 
for their projects to connect with general contractors who are using COR™ to keep their workers safe. WSIB Chair 
Elizabeth Witmer was guest speaker to over 100 attendees.

Employment and Social Development Canada (ESDC) Open House
On May 8, IHSA hosted the third Annual ESDC Labour Program Open House at CHSI. For federally regulated firms, it 
was a chance to speak directly to the people who enforce the health and safety laws and find out what the firms need 
to do to comply with the legislation. Ten information sessions were presented by experts from ESDC, IHSA, WSPS, and 
MTO to over 250 participants in attendance. 

Trade shows
Throughout 2014, IHSA staffed a booth at a number of trade shows throughout Ontario. We sometimes sent our mobile 
classroom to these events, gave presentations, and served as a sponsor. 

Potential reach 
of CNE safety 

message: 31,419 
people

Took 3,872 
pictures of   

approx. 12,000 
people

Distributed 
3,700 

children’s 
T-shirts

Sent 99 
tweets and 

38 instagram 
posts

Distributed 
10,000 

information 
cards

Contact Customer Service at (905) 625 0100 or (800) 263 5024

Leadership in Protecting
Ontario’s Workers

Agenda
7:30 - 8:30 amSmall Business – Trades  • Coffee

• Tools and resources to build your  
health & safety program

8:45 – 9:15 amCoffee and Registration  
9:30 – 11:30 amLeadership Session• Introduction – Overview of the day

• Panel presentations (users/buyers/ 
large contractors/small contractors)

• Panel question and answer• Panel closing – Keynote speaker (TBD)12:00 – 12:45 pmLunch and Guest Speaker• WSIB Chair, Elizabeth Witmer – The chair’s 
history as a champion for prevention

• Presentation – Doug Chalmers Award1:00 – 3:00 pmCOR Breakout Sessions  (rotating every 30 minutes)• CORTM – Ask the auditor• CORTM – A walk through the audit tool
• CORTM – Challenges and pitfalls to learn 

from and avoid• CORTM – IT solutions to help manage your 
health & safety program

CORTM Open House and  OGCA Leadership ConferenceFebruary 26, 2014

The Certificate of Recognition (CORTM) is a national 
standard for the measurement and continuous 

improvement of workplace health and safety systems 
in Canada. By achieving COR™, employers are able to 

demonstrate their commitment to protecting workers.
 

We invite you to “save the date” for our complimentary 
COR™ Open House/OGCA Leadership Day at the 

Centre for Health and Safety Innovation in Mississauga. 
Here you will meet buyers of construction who are 
demonstrating leadership by mandating CORTM as 

a pre-qualification requirement on their public- and 
privately-funded projects and general contractors who 

are leveraging COR™ as a tool to keep their workers safe. 
Take this opportunity to connect with the right people 

and learn how the COR™ program works.

Don’t get left behind. 
Start working toward COR™ certification today.

ihsa.ca  •  ogca.ca

Space is limitedSee page 2 for registration

Presented during North American Occupational Safety and Health (NAOSH) Week, this free 
event will give you a better understanding of how the Labour Program works. NAOSH Week 
helps raise awareness of occupational safety, health, and environment issues.

The 3rd Annual ESDC 
Labour Program

In partnership with IHSA, WSPS, and MTO 

OPEN
HOUSE

Centre for Health and Safety Innovation
5110 Creekbank Road • Mississauga, ONMay 8, 2014 

Experts from Employment and Social Development Canada (ESDC), 
Infrastructure Health and Safety Association (IHSA), Workplace 
Safety and Prevention Services (WSPS), and the Ministry of 
Transportation (MTO) will facilitate sessions on the following topics.

•	 How	to	Manage	Your	CVOR
•	 Commercial	Vehicle	Safety
•	 Workplace	Violence
•	 Hazard	Prevention	Program
•	 Federal	OHS	Training:	Who,	When,	and	Where	You	Need	It
•	 Ergonomics
•	 Internal	Complaint	Resolution	Process
•	 Labour	Standards,	Legislative	Changes,	and	Unjust	Dismissal
•	 Workplace	Culture
•	 Transport	Canada:	Transportation	of	Dangerous	Goods

If you are a federally regulated firm, this is your 
chance to speak directly to the people who 
enforce the health and safety laws. Meet with 
Health and Safety Officers, Labour Standards 
Inspectors, and representatives from the 
Ministry of Transportation. Find out exactly what 
you need to do to comply with the legislation. 

This will be a very informative day for health 
and safety committee members, managers 
and supervisors, Safety Group members, Fleet 
Safety Council members, HR representatives,  
and anyone else interested in health and safety 
regulation. 

FREE
ADMISSION

Future Building 
Trade Show

Apr 7–10

Partners in 
Prevention 
Conference
Apr 29–30

Skills Ontario 
Competition

May 5–7

Ontario 
Truck Driving 

Championships
(Sponsor)  

Jul 11–12

Carpenters 
Union Skills 
Competition

Aug 23

ORGCA Fall 
Expo  
Sep 18

Provincial 
Building Trades 

Conference
Oct 16–18

Construct 
Canada 

Conference
Dec 3–5

Canadian Utilities 
Equipment and 

Engineering Show 
(CUEE)

Sep 8–10

Student Life 
Expo Sep 

26–28

Forum North 
Nov 4–5

IHSA was a Platinum-level 
sponsor at the Ontario 
Technological Skills 
Competition 

Minister of Labour Kevin 
Flynn (third from left) gets 
his souvenir photo taken 
at the CNE booth with  
(l to r) Fatima Luis, 
Christine Plumley, and  
Ken Rayner

IHSA was a sponsor at 
the Ontario Truck Driving 
Championships 

Industry Engagement
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IHSA embeds continuous measurement 
and evaluation in its operations  
IHSA’s new strategic direction is to develop, deliver, measure, and evaluate safety education. It is only by setting objectives 
and measuring our progress toward meeting those objectives that we can maintain and improve upon the quality of 
services we provide. IHSA based its measurement and evaluation process on the four levels in the Kirkpatrick Model for 
evaluating training programs:

1.  Reaction (Measuring participant reaction)

2. Learning (Verifying the transfer of knowledge)

3. Application (Measuring if participant is applying the knowledge upon returning to the workplace)

4. Business Impact (Measuring the benefits realized by the learning being applied)

In 2014, we enhanced our competencies within Level 1 (Reaction) and Level 2 (Learning). For Reaction data, we created 
customized participant feedback forms designed to capture the demographics of our training participants and measure 
their reaction to IHSA’s course content and delivery. For Learning data, we expanded and improved on the pre- and post-
tests for our courses. We also reviewed the learning objectives for 22 of our current programs. By maximizing our ability 
to measure the key learning objectives of our programs, we can improve knowledge and skills development. This will 
ultimately support increased application of the knowledge and skills on the job (i.e., Level 3). 

By building this foundation in 2014, IHSA will be able to work on Level 3 (Application) and Level 4 (Business Impact) 
competencies in 2015. This is where we evaluate how the training is being applied once participants return to the 
workplace and the impact on a business (financial benefits, lower injury rates, etc.) realized by the application of this 
learned and applied knowledge.

Working at Heights evaluation
Throughout 2014, IHSA was working to ensure its Working at Heights – Fundamentals of Fall Prevention course aligned 
with the MOL’s upcoming Working at Heights Training Standard. We took this opportunity to evaluate the training 
program by using the Kirkpatrick Model.

In November 2014, we sampled 425 participants who received working at heights training directly from IHSA. The data 
below is an extract from our Level 1 Participant Feedback Form. This data clearly demonstrates that IHSA’s Working at 
Heights program and the instructors who facilitate the course are both very well regarded by the workers we are funded 
to support. 

Strategic direction
Over the next three years, IHSA will embed a framework of continuous measurement and evaluation in its operations. 
We will develop and deliver programs, products, and services by following the standards we have established. Once the 
programs have been delivered, we will measure how much participants have learned and whether they apply that learned 
behaviour after they return to their jobs. By evaluating the results, we can identify where participants are being successful 
and where changes are needed. This will allow IHSA to continue to meet the unique needs of its stakeholders.

And it’s not only our training and products that we’re evaluating but also the quality of service that our employees 
provide to members. In 2014, IHSA launched a new activity-based costing system that helps us maximize the value of 
staff time and productivity. By quantifying the financial outlay associated with certain staff activities, we are able to make 
adjustments where necessary to ensure our clients receive the most cost-effective services we can provide. This also 
allows us to track whether our funding is being applied to the strategic priorities outlined by the MOL.

Level 1
Reaction

Level 3
Application

Level 2
Learning

Level 4
Business 
Impact

Satisfaction Knowledge ReinforceRelevance Skills Encourage RewardResults
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IHSA Member Injury 
Performance for 2014 
For IHSA member firms, 2014 was a step in the right direction. The 3.31% reduction in the Total Injury Rate is more than the 
reduction we had last year. In fact, all of our injury and fatality numbers went down, even while industry activity continued 
to increase (2.92% increase in FTEs). 

Although the number of traumatic fatalities among IHSA rate groups decreased by two, losing 44 workers in one year is far 
from acceptable. In 2012, IHSA member firms recorded 30 fatalities. The increase in industry activity (7% more FTEs in 2013 
and almost 3% more in 2014) cannot explain an almost 50% increase in fatalities for the past two years. We must do more to 
protect the lives of our workers. 

In addition to the reductions experienced in 2014, 
Chart 1 shows that the total injury rates, LTI rates, 
and NLTI rates for IHSA rate groups have declined 
steadily over the last five years. We are making 
continual and measurable progress toward our 
vision: Workplaces without injuries, illnesses, or 
fatalities. 

Table 1: Overall Injury Performance in IHSA Rate Groups

Measure 2014 2013 % Change 

Total Injury Rate 4.96 5.13 È -3.31%

Total Injury Count 34,696 34,849 È -0.44% 

Traumatic Fatalities Count                                  Allowed 

                                                                             Pending

45 

0

46 

1

Lost-time Injury (LTI) Rate 1.30 1.35 È  -3.7%

LTI Count 9,086 9,184 È -1.08%

Non-Lost-time Injury (NLTI) Count 25,565 25,619  È -0.21%

Full-time Equivalent Workers (FTEs) 699,538 679,705 Ç 2.92%
 
Source: WSIB/EIW 2014 Snapshot Current to March 2015 and 2013 Snapshot Current to March 2014

Total Injury Rate = (LTIs + NLTIs + Traumatic Fatalities / FTEs) * 100 
Total Injury Count = LTIs + NLTIs + Traumatic Fatalities 
LTI Rate = (LTIs/FTEs) * 100 

In	  fact,	  the	  total	  injury	  rates,	  LTI	  rates,	  and	  NLTI	  rates	  for	  IHSA	  rate	  groups	  have	  
declined	  steadily	  over	  the	  last	  five	  years.	  We	  are	  making	  continual	  and	  
measurable	  progress	  toward	  our	  vision:	  Workplaces	  without	  injuries,	  illnesses,	  or	  
fatalities.	  

	  

Chart	  1:	  Injury	  Rates	  in	  IHSA	  Rate	  Groups	  –	  5-‐year	  Trend	  

	  

Source:	  WSIB/EIW	  2014	  Snapshot	  Current	  to	  March	  2015	  	  
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Chart 1: Injury Rates in IHSA Rate Groups – 5-year Trend

Workplace fatalities

Chart 2: 2014 Traumatic Fatalities in IHSA Rate Groups

Source: WSIB/EIW 2014 Snapshot Current 
to March 2015

Source: WSIB/EIW 2014 Snapshot Current to March 2015 
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Although the overall LTI rate and LTI count went down in 2014, reductions were seen only in hazards such as 
musculoskeletal disorders (MSDs) and struck-bys. The LTI count and rate for fall hazards increased significantly. But while 
the number of motor vehicle incidents (MVIs) and critical injuries also went up in 2014, the rates stayed the same.  

Lost-time injuries (LTIs)

Table 2: Lost-Time Injuries by Priority Hazard

2014 2013 % Change 

Hazards LTI Count LTI Rate LTI Count LTI Rate  LTI Count   LTI Rate

MSDs 3,024 0.43 3,251 0.48 È -6.98% È -10.42%

Falls 2,456  0.35 2,269 0.33 Ç 8.24% Ç 6.06%

Struck-bys* 2,326 0.33 2,385 0.35 È -2.47% È -5.71%

Contact with machinery and  mobile equipment†  230 0.03 238 0.04 È -3.36% È -25.0%

MVIs 379 0.05 370 0.05 Ç 2.43% 0%

Critical Injuries 726 0.10  698 0.10  Ç 4.01% 0%
 
Source: WSIB/EIW 2014 Snapshot Current to March 2015 and 2013 Snapshot Current to March 2014 

*Struck-bys include contact 
with objects and contact 
with machinery and moving 
equipment.

†Contact with machinery 
and moving equipment 
is a sub-set of struck-
bys accounting for 
approximately 10% of all 
struck-by injuries. 

IHSA Member Injury Performance 2014
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The LTI rate and count experienced by young workers decreased significantly in 2014. The number of LTIs by new workers 
also went down slightly, but the rate stayed the same. 

There were some changes in the top 10 lowest LTI rates in 2014. Most notably, rate group 584: School Buses, which 
was in the number 5 position last year, has fallen out of the top 10 with a 1.14 LTI rate in 2014. Consequently, the 
new addition to the top 10 is rate group 497: Ready-Mix Concrete. Each rate group should be commended for their 
continued good performances. They lead the way for all other IHSA rate groups in terms of injury prevention.  

Lower back injuries continue to be the most costly claim, as was the case in 2013. However, a significant decrease in 
both the count and rate is a positive sign for IHSA member firms. This reduction is reflected in the lower number of 
MSD-related injuries in 2014.

Unfortunately, the number of shoulder injuries went up, even though the rate stayed the same. The good news is that 
the number and rate of fractures, which increased significantly in 2013, decreased in 2014. Also, both the number and 
rate of total high-impact claims went down this year, unlike in 2013. So it was a positive outcome overall for 2014. 

For more detailed information on the performance of each rate group and some of the statistical information 
presented here, visit the Statistics and Research section at ihsa.ca

Chart 4 shows that, in the the last five years our 
industries have had some success reducing the 
number of LTIs experienced by young workers. 
However, new workers continue to experience 
too many lost-time injuries. 

As the data indicates, we must prepare new 
and young workers better for the workplace 
hazards and conditions they will encounter on 
the job and put controls in place to reduce those 
hazards. 

Chart 3 indicates that while the LTI rates for MSDs and struck-
bys continued to decline at a steady pace over the last five 
years, the rate for falls went up slightly in 2014 after a decline 
in 2012-13. 

With the release of the Working at Heights Standards and the 
increased emphasis on working at heights training in Ontario, 
we can anticipate that the LTIs for fall-related injuries will start 
to trend downwards in 2015.

Unfortunately, there’s been little change in the LTI rates for 
MVIs over the last five years. We must do more to lower the 
number of injuries caused by this hazard. 

Table 3: Lost-Time Injuries by Vulnerable Workers

2014 2013 % Change 

Count Rate Count Rate Count Rate

New Worker 688 0.10 694 0.10 È -1.15% 0%

Young Worker 1,124 0.16 1,159  0.17 È -3.02% È -5.88% 
 
Source: WSIB/EIW 2014 Snapshot Current to March 2015 and 2013 Snapshot Current to March 2014

Table 5: High-Impact Claims in 2014 

2014 2013 % Change 

Count Rate Count Rate Count Rate

Lower Back 1,578 0.23 1,681  0.25 È -6.13% È -8.00%

Shoulder 651 0.09 624 0.09 Ç 4.33% 0%

Fractures 1,212 0.17 1,248 0.18 È -2.88% È -5.56%

Total HI Claims 3,441 0.49 3,553 0.52 È -3.15% È -5.77%
 
Source: WSIB/EIW 2014 Snapshot Current to March 2015 and 2013 Snapshot Current to March 2014

Table 4: Top 10 Lowest LTI Rates by Rate Group in 2014

Rank             Rate Group LTI Rate

1 838 Natural Gas Distribution 0.10 

2 833 Electric Power Generation 0.12

3 835 Oil, Power and Water Distribution 0.44

4 704 Electrical and Incidentals 0.84

5 723 ICI Construction 0.86

6 134 Aggregates 0.95

7 711 Roadbuilding and Excavating 0.95

8 830 Power and Telecommunication Lines 0.98

9 497 Ready-Mix Concrete 1.06

10 707 Mechanical and Sheet Metal Work 1.06
 
     Source: WSIB/EIW 2014 Snapshot Current to March 2015 and 2013 Snapshot Current to March 2014

While	  the	  LTI	  rates	  for	  MSDs	  and	  struck-‐bys	  continue	  to	  decline	  at	  a	  steady	  pace	  
over	  the	  last	  five	  years,	  the	  rate	  for	  falls	  went	  up	  slightly	  in	  2014	  after	  a	  decline	  in	  
2012.	  With	  the	  release	  of	  the	  Working	  at	  Heights	  Standards	  and	  the	  increased	  
emphasis	  on	  working	  at	  heights	  training	  in	  Ontario,	  we	  can	  anticipate	  that	  the	  LTIs	  
for	  fall-‐related	  injuries	  will	  start	  to	  trend	  downwards	  in	  2015.	  

Unfortunately,	  there’s	  been	  little	  change	  in	  the	  LTI	  rates	  for	  MVIs	  over	  the	  last	  
five	  years.	  We	  must	  do	  more	  to	  lower	  the	  number	  of	  injuries	  caused	  by	  this	  
hazard.	  

Chart	  3:	  LTI	  Rates	  by	  Priority	  Hazards	  –	  5-‐year	  Trend	  

	  

Source:	  WSIB/EIW	  2014	  Snapshot	  Current	  to	  March	  2015	  	   	  
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Chart 3: LTI Rates by Priority Hazards – 5-year Trend

Chart 4: LTI Counts for Vulnerable Workers – 5-year Trend

High-impact claims 

Lowest LTI rates

Source: WSIB/EIW 2014 Snapshot Current to March 2015

New Worker is defined as a person working 28 days or less with the same employer. Young worker is defined as a worker less than 25 years of age. 

The	  LTI	  rate	  and	  count	  experienced	  by	  young	  workers	  decreased	  significantly	  in	  
2014.	  The	  number	  of	  LTIs	  by	  new	  workers	  also	  went	  down	  slightly,	  but	  the	  rate	  
stayed	  the	  same.	  	  

Table	  3:	  Lost-‐Time	  Injuries	  by	  Vulnerable	  Workers	  

	  

2014	   2013	   %	  Change	  

	  

Count	   Rate	   Count	   Rate	   Count	   Rate	  

New	  Worker‡	   688	   	  0.10	  	   	  694	   	  0.10	  	   -‐1.15%	   0%	  

Young	  Worker**	   	  1,124	  	   	  0.16	  	   	  1,159	  	   	  0.17	  	   -‐3.02%	   -‐5.88%	  

Source:	  WSIB/EIW	  2014	  Snapshot	  Current	  to	  March	  2015	  and	  2013	  Snapshot	  Current	  to	  March	  2014	  
‡New	  Worker	  is	  defined	  as	  working	  28	  days	  or	  less	  with	  the	  same	  employer.	  
**Young	  worker	  is	  defined	  as	  less	  than	  25	  years	  of	  age.	  

	  
Looking	  at	  the	  last	  five	  years,	  our	  industries	  have	  had	  some	  success	  reducing	  the	  
number	  of	  LTIs	  experienced	  by	  young	  workers.	  However,	  new	  workers	  continue	  
to	  experience	  too	  many	  lost-‐time	  injuries.	  As	  the	  data	  indicates,	  we	  must	  better	  
prepare	  new	  and	  young	  workers	  for	  the	  workplace	  hazards	  and	  conditions	  they	  
will	  encounter	  on	  the	  job	  and	  put	  controls	  in	  place	  to	  reduce	  those	  hazards.	  	  
	  

Chart	  4:	  LTI	  Counts	  for	  Vulnerable	  Workers	  –	  5-‐year	  Trend

	  
Source:	  WSIB/EIW	  2014	  Snapshot	  Current	  to	  March	  2015	  
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Note: Rate Group 755: Non-Exempt Partners and Executive Officers in Construction was not included in the top 10 because partners and officers 
cannot perform any construction work on a site. 
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The following sections provide information about fatal and non-fatal occupational diseases for IHSA member firms. 

A more detailed breakdown of our occupational disease data can be found at ihsa.ca/occupational_health

Fatal occupational disease claims

Occupational Disease

From 2003 to 2012, a total of 573 fatal occupational disease claims were accepted by the Workplace Safety and 

Insurance Board (WSIB) from IHSA member firms, 90% of them from construction rate groups. 

Chart 1 shows that the number of 

fatal occupational disease claims 

for transportation and electrical 

and utilities rate groups remained 

relatively stable from 2003 to 2012. 

However, for construction rate 

groups, there have been a number 

of peaks and valleys. Whereas 2010 

and 2011 were particularly good 

years, the numbers have started to 

trend upward in 2012.

Chart 1: Fatal Occupational Disease Claims by Industry (2003–2012)

Table 1: Fatal Occupational Disease Claims by Diagnosis (2003–2012)

Construction Electrical & Utilities Transportation

Mesothelioma 250 Mesothelioma 12 Mesothelioma 15

Lung Cancer 159 Lung Cancer 7 Lung Cancer 6

Gastrointestinal Cancer 29 Other 4 Acute Myocardial Infarction 5

Asbestosis 24 Other 7

Chronic Obstructive 

Pulmonary Disorder (COPD)

13

Other Circulatory System 

Diseases 

7

Other 35

Total 517 23 33
 
Source: Workplace Safety and Insurance Board (WSIB)

Chart 2: Fatal 
Occupational Disease 
Claims by Diagnosis 

(2003–2012)

Chart 2 shows that of the 573 occupational disease deaths 

over this 10-year period, 88% were from diseases associated 

with asbestos (mesothelioma, lung cancer, asbestosis, and 

gastrointestinal cancer).
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Table 1 shows that most of the occupational disease deaths between 2003 and 2012 were caused by mesothelioma, 

lung cancer, asbestosis, and gastrointestinal cancer. All of these diseases are associated with asbestos exposure.

Source: Workplace Safety and Insurance Board (WSIB)

Construction rate groups include 134, 497, 704, 707, 711, 719, 723, 728, 732, 737, 741, 748, 751, 755, and 764.

Electrical & Utilities rate groups include 830, 833, 835, and 838.

Transportation rate groups include 551, 553, 560, 570, 577, 580, 584, 681, and 689.

Chart	  1	  shows	  that	  the	  number	  of	  fatal	  occupational	  disease	  claims	  for	  transportation	  and	  electrical	  and	  utilities	  rate	  
groups	  remained	  relatively	  stable	  from	  2003	  to	  2012.	  However,	  for	  construction	  rate	  groups,	  there	  have	  been	  a	  
number	  of	  peaks	  and	  valleys.	  Whereas	  2010	  and	  2011	  were	  particularly	  good	  years,	  the	  numbers	  have	  started	  to	  trend	  
upward	  in	  2012.	  

	  
Chart	  1:	  Fatal	  Occupational	  Disease	  Claims	  by	  Industry	  (2003–2012) 

	  

	  
Source:	  Workplace	  Safety	  and	  Insurance	  Board	  (WSIB)	  
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Non-fatal occupational disease claims

Table 2 shows that noise-induced hearing loss (NIHL) is the number-one cause of allowed non-fatal occupational 

disease claims among all IHSA industries from 2003 to 2012. 

Chart 3: Non-Fatal Occupational Disease Claims by Industry (2003–2012)

Table 2: Non-Fatal Occupational Disease Claims by Diagnosis (2003-2012)

Construction Electrical & Utilities Transportation

Noise-Induced Hearing Loss (NIHL) 5,165 NIHL 545 NIHL 1,680

Signs and Symptoms 1,119 Toxic Effects 241 Signs and Symptoms 770

Hand-Arm Vibration (HAVS) 1,034 Signs and Symptoms 170 Toxic Effects 367

Toxic Effects 663 Dermatitis 167 Dermatitis 239

Pleural Plaques 497 Pleural Plaques 23 Allergic Reaction 100

Dermatitis 468 HAVS 23 Heat Exhaustion 95

Heat Exhaustion 319 Allergic Reaction 21 Other 277

Allergic Reactions 114 Heat Exhaustion 19

Other 777 Other 83

Total 10,156 1,292 3,528
 
Source: Workplace Safety and Insurance Board (WSIB)

Chart 3 shows that the number of 

non-fatal occupational disease claims 

for the electrical and utilities industry, 

which has the lowest overall claims, has 

been trending upward over this 10-year 

period. However, for the construction 

and transportation industries, there was 

a bit of a downward trend in 2011 and 

2012 after a peak in 2010.

NIHL: Noise-Induced Hearing Loss  HAVS: Hand-Arm Vibration Syndrome

Chart 5: Noise-Induced Hearing Loss Claims by Industry (2003-2013)

Chart 4: Non-Fatal 
Occupational Disease 
Claims by Diagnosis 

(2003–2012)
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Chart 4 shows that over a 10 year 
period, NIHL accounted for almost 
49% of all non-fatal occupational 
disease claims made by IHSA 
member firms.

Noise-‐induced	  Hearing	  Loss	  
	  
Chart	  5	  shows	  the	  number	  of	  NIHL	  claims	  from	  2003	  to	  2013.	  For	  the	  construction	  industry,	  which	  has	  the	  most	  claims,	  
the	  numbers	  have	  started	  to	  trend	  downwards	  in	  2012	  and	  2013	  after	  peaking	  in	  2011.	  This	  downward	  trend	  is	  also	  
reflected	  in	  the	  total	  number	  of	  claims	  overall.	  However,	  for	  the	  electrical	  and	  utilities	  and	  transportation	  industries,	  
which	  have	  the	  lowest	  number	  of	  claims,	  the	  numbers	  are	  still	  trending	  upward.	  	  

	  
Chart	  5:	  Noise-‐Induced	  Hearing	  Loss	  Claims	  by	  Industry	  (2003–2013)	  
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Chart 5 shows the number of 

NIHL claims from 2003 to 2013. 

For the construction industry, 

which has the most claims, the 

numbers have started to trend 

downwards in 2012 and 2013 after 

peaking in 2011. 

This downward trend is also 

reflected in the total number 

of claims overall. However, for 

the electrical and utilities and 

transportation industries, which 

have the lowest number of claims, 

the numbers are still trending 

upward.

Source: Workplace Safety and Insurance Board (WSIB)

Source: Workplace Safety and Insurance Board (WSIB)

From 2003 to 2012, a total of 14,975 non-fatal occupational disease claims were accepted by the WSIB from IHSA member firms, 

68% of them from construction, 23% from transportation, and 9% from electrical and utilities. 

Occupational Disease

Chart	  3	  shows	  that	  the	  number	  of	  non-‐fatal	  occupational	  disease	  claims	  for	  the	  electrical	  and	  utilities	  industry,	  which	  
has	  the	  lowest	  overall	  claims,	  has	  been	  trending	  upward	  over	  this	  10-‐year	  period.	  However,	  for	  the	  construction	  and	  
transportation	  industries,	  there	  was	  a	  bit	  of	  a	  downward	  trend	  in	  2011	  and	  2012	  after	  a	  peak	  in	  2010.	  	  

	  
Chart	  3:	  Fatal	  Occupational	  Disease	  Claims	  by	  Industry	  (2003–2012)	  
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BDO Canada LLP, a Canadian limited liability partnership, is a member of BDO 
International Limited, a UK company limited by guarantee, and forms part of the
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What would your family 
look like without you?

Keep yourself in 
the picture. 



5110 Creekbank Road, Suite 400  

Mississauga, Ontario L4W 0A1 Canada 

Tel: 1-800-263-5024 

Fax: 905-625-8998

IHSA’s 
Mobile 

Classroom

Training when and 
where you need it.
Voyager Training Centre 
21 Voyager Court South, Etobicoke, Ontario M9W 5M7 
Tel: 1-800-263-5024 • Fax: 416-674-8866 

Centre for Health & Safety Innovation 
5110 Creekbank Road, Suite 400, Mississauga, Ontario L4W 0A1 
Tel: 1-800-263-5024 • Fax: 905-625-8998

Skills Development Centre 
5345 Creekbank Road, Mississauga, ON  L4W 5L5  
Tel: 1-800-263-5024

Make safety work 
for you. IHSA is 
your first step.

IHSA is a leader in health and safety 

education. Through skills-based 

training, auditing, and evaluation, 

we provide safety solutions to those 

who perform high-risk activities 

such as working at heights, working 

with energized high-voltage power 

systems, driving motor vehicles, 

transporting dangerous goods, 

working on suspended access 

equipment, and utility line clearing. 

We incorporate a research-based 

educational methodology in 

everything we do, from the needs 

assessment stage through to 

program development, delivery, 

and evaluation. This comprehensive 

evaluation framework, which 

measures program and performance 

outcomes, is a critical element in 

high-risk-activity education. 

Find out what 
we can do for you 
at ihsa.ca


